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Abstract 
This thesis evaluates the petfotmance of H.264/ A VC video transmitted over the third 
generation mobile network. The aim of this research is to enhance the robustness of 
H.264/ A VC video in wireless applications. 
The thesis is started with a brief review of video coding tools, including Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT), quantisation, Inter prediction coding and entropy coding. 
Then we focus on the main features of the newest standard H.264, also called 
"Advanced Video Coding" (A VC). The concept of levels and profiles with its 
applications are defined. The fundamental differences and similarities between this 
codec and the previous H.263 seties are highlighted. Special interest is also paid to 
the syntax of video bit stream and the en·or resilience techniques in H.264/ A VC. 
In Chapter 4, the complexity of H.264 coder is assessed in terms of processing time 
consumption. The effect of encoder parameter settings, including the entropy coding 
and rate control algorithm is evaluated. Then, H.264 reference codec is enhanced in 
order to decode the video stream delivered through highly eiTor prone environments. 
Furthetmore, the quality of H.264 video stream transmitted over Universal Mobile 
Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) upon different encoder parameter sets is 
studied, and optimum parameter configurations for test sequences are derived. 
Two novel techniques are proposed to enhance the robustness of video pelformance 
under en-or prone environments. They both are based on Intra refresh techniques to 
stop error propagation, one at Group of Blocks (GOB) level and the other at 
MacroBlock (MB) level. In the first method at GOB level, two GOBs in 
neighbouling frames are chosen to be Intra refreshed. In the second method, two 
ctitetia are combined together to select Intra MBs, namely the Sum of Absolute 
Difference (SAD) and the size of each MB. The achieved improvement in the 
proposed methods is shown on both the objective and subjective scales. 
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 6. Suggestions for future work are also 
given. 
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1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
1 Introduction 
1.1 Objectives 
Video communication has developed rapidly in recent years. One example is the 
increasing demand for video conferences since they provide a cost-effective 
communication tool. When compared to speech communication, the main challenge 
for video communication has always been the significant bandwidth requirement. 
That is why most video applications are limited in wired network. But now wireless 
video communication has become a reality since the increase of transmission 
bandwidth in the third generation (3G) wireless communication systems. 
Universal Mobile Telecommunication Systems (UMTS) represents an evolution in 
terms of capacity, data speeds and new service capabilities from the second 
generation mobile networks. Even though, the 3G wireless systems are designed for 
multimedia communication, many challenges remain to be considered in order to 
improve error petformance of multimedia applications. 
A number of enor resilience tools have been introduced into video codecs to enable 
robust video transmission over error prone channels. ITU-T recommendation H.264, 
also know as MPEG-4 part 10: Advanced Video Coding (A VC), is the newest 
intetnational video coding standard. The primary goals of H.264/ A VC are enhanced 
coding efficiency and improved network adaptation. This makes H264/ A VC coding 
an attractive candidate for the 3G mobile systems. 
The main objective of this thesis is to evaluate the coding petfonnance and develop 
some methods to further improve the en·or petformance of H.264/ A VC video stream 
overUMTS. 
The overall project is divided into two pruts. The first part investigates the coding 
petfotmance of H.264/AVC under enor free and error prone conditions, respectively. 
Complexity of the H.264 coder is assessed in terms of processing time consumption. 
Several coding tools such as entropy coding, rate control, etc. ru·e evaluated under 
enor free conditions. The influences of encoder pru·ameters on the enor petformance 
1 
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of H.264 video over UMTS are investigated, and optimum encoder parameter 
settings for different channel conditions are derived. 
En-or propagation is a major problem in H.264/ A VC due to vru.iable length coding. 
The second pru.t of the project will investigate this issue to improve the video 
petfotmance over UMTS mobile channel. Two novel techniques are proposed to 
enhance the robustness of H.264/AVC video codec. They are based on Intra refresh 
techniques to stop enor propagation, one at Group of Blocks (GOB) level and 
another at macroblock (MB) level. In GOB level, two GOBs in adjacent frames are 
chosen to be Intra refreshed. In MB level, two critetia are combined together to 
select Intra MBs, namely the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) compatison and the 
compatison of the size of each MB. The achieved improvement in the proposed 
methods is shown on both the objective and subjective scales. 
2 
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1.2 Achievements 
In this section, the major achievements of this research work are summadsed as 
follows: 
• Odginal algodthm of GOB Intra refresh is proposed to enhance the robustness of 
H.264/AVC video stream. 
• Odginal MB selection method for Adaptive Intra Refresh (AIR) is developed for 
H.264/AVC reference codec. Two cdteda are used to localize the AIR MBs, 
namely the SAD comparison and the compmison of the size of each MB. 
• Detailed study of the error petfotmance of H.264/ A VC video stream under en·or-
prone UMTS channel conditions. Optimal encoder parameter values are 
detennined from the investigations. 
• The H.264/ A VC reference softwm·e is enhanced to work under error-prone 
conditions. A zero-MV error concealment algodthm is implemented in 
H.264/ A VC JM codec. 
• Familimize with UMTS channel simulator, and develop a H.264/ A VC error 
conuption program to simulate video transmissions over UMTS channel. 
• Detailed study of error-free petfotmance of H.264/ A VC video stream. 
Familimize with the features of the Baseline Profile of H.264/ A VC. 
• Analysis and estimation of complexity of H.264/ A VC reference encoder, 
especially the importance of the motion estimation process. 
1.3 Thesis outline 
This thesis includes six chapters. Background and objectives are addressed in the 
first chapter. The achievements obtained in this work are also listed in Chapter 1. 
Chapter 2 descdbes the basic features of video compression techniques. A series of 
video coding standards are then reviewed in detail. The etTor resilience techniques in 
H.263 and :MPEG-4 video standards are reviewed, since most of them are inhedted 
in H.264/ A VC. 
In Chapter 3, an overview of H.264/ A VC video standard is presented. The concept of 
levels and profiles with its applications is defined. The fundamental differences and 
similmities between this codec and the previous H.261 and H.263 sedes are 
3 
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highlighted. Then, Variable Length Coding (VLC) coding, the Network Abstraction 
Layer (NAL) bit stream sttucture and the syntax of video stream are discussed in 
detail. En-or resilience tools adopted in H.264/ A VC are also summarised. 
In Chapter 4, the computational complexity of H.264/ A VC encoder is evaluated in 
terms of processor time consumption. Then the H.264/ A VC video perfotmance is 
examined under en-or free conditions. The effects of multiple reference option, rate 
control and entropy coding techniques are discussed. A UMTS network simulator is 
introduced, which provides bit-en-or patterns for expedments canied out for video 
transmission over enor prone environment. Enor detection critelia are summarised 
and a simple enor concealment algodthm is described. Finally the quality of 
H.264/ A VC video stream transmitted over UMTS network upon different encoder 
parameter sets is investigated. Then optimum parameter configurations for tested 
sequences are derived. 
In Chapter 5, two new techniques to improve enor resilience for H.264/AVC video 
over error prone wireless channels are developed. One is the refined GOB Intra 
refresh technique. A cyclic GOB and SAD based GOB Intra refresh methods are 
compared. Advantages and disadvantages of them are identified. The idea of 
combined GOB Intra refresh is descdbed and evaluated for H.264/ A VC both 
subjectively and objectively. Then a new MB selection method for AIR is proposed. 
The random AIR in H.264 and SAD based AIR in MPEG-4 are described and 
analysed. Then these three AIR solutions are tested under a set of propagation 
conditions. 
General conclusions are made in the last chapter. Future research plans are discussed 
for further improvement of H.264/ A VC en-or pe1formance. 
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Chapter 2 
2 Overview of Video Coding 
2.1 Introduction 
In the past few years, there has been a significant interest in digital video applications. 
Consequently, academia and industry have worked toward developing video 
compression techniques, and several successful video coding standards have 
emerged, e.g., H.261, H.263, MPEG-2 and MPEG-4. These standards address a wide 
range of applications having different requiretnents in tetms of bit rate, picture 
quality, complexity, en-or resilience, and delay. Though they are both used for either 
digital video communications or video storage, there are major differences between 
them since they are designed to fulfil different targets. 
In 1991, International Standard Organisation (ISO) released the first draft of a video 
coding standard, namely MPEG-1, for audiovisual storage on CD-ROM at 1.5-
2Mbit/s. ITU-T H.261 was issued in 1993, which aimed for low bit rate 
communications over Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) at p x 64kbitls. 
Then, MPEG-2 was published in 1994 as a standard coding algorithm for High 
Definition Television (HDTV) applications and Digital Versatile Disc (DVD) storage 
at 4-9 Mbitls. ITU-T H.263 was standardized in 1996 for very low · bit rate 
communications over Public Switching telephone Networks (PSTN) at less than 
64kbitls. 
In 1998, the first coding standard using object-based frame structure, namely MPEG-
4 was emerged. MPEG-4 was focused on mobile audiovisual communications since 
video transmission for mobile terminals is likely to be a major application in 
emerging the 3G mobile systems and may be a key factor in their success. 
Except MPEG-4, the basic encoder/decoder structure of above standards is similar 
since they are based on block-based algotithms. Figure 2.1 shows a common 
structure of a block-based codec [1]. 
From the diagram, we can see the basic function of a codec includes the following 
parts: Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), quantisation, predictive coding and entropy 
coding. A detailed desctiption of these techniques is given in the following sections. 
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inverse 
motion quantizer entropy 
coding 
picture + inverse 
memory DCT 
motion 
estimation motion vectors 
Figure 2.1 Block-based encoder structure diagram [1] 
2.2 Video coding tools 
For coding still image, only the spatial correlation is exploited using DCT transform. 
The temporal correlation is also exploited in video coding and it is called Inter frame 
coding. This is the main coding principle that is used in all standard video codecs. 
Furthermore, entropy coding reduces the statistical redundancy between the 
compressed data symbols, using variable length coding techniques. 
Low Frequency 
High Frequency 
Figure 2.2 Diagram for DCT coefficient distribution 
2.2.1 DCT -based transform 
DCT transform can transfer spatial domain pixel into frequency domain coefficient. 
The feature for frequency domain coefficient distribution is that most of the energy is 
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concentrated on DC coefficient and lower frequency region (see Figure 2.2). So high 
frequent coefficient can be discarded since the human eyes are less sensitive to image 
distortions seen at higher frequencies. 
The option for t:ransfotm block size could be made at 16x16 or 8x8, and in most 
standard codecs, block size of 8x8 is used. The two dimensional (2D) 8x8 DCT 
function is defined in Equation 2.1 [2]. 
1 7 7 u v 
F(u, v) = -C(u)C(v)LLf(x, y)cos[n(2x+1)-]cos[n(2y+1)-] (2.1) 
4 .t=O y=O 16 16 
where u, v, x, y=O, 1, ... ,7 
f(x,y)is the pixel value and F(u,v)is the transfotm coefficient 
where C(u) = l [z u=O C(v)=l!z v=O 
otherwise otherwise 
There is also an Inverse DCT, which 2D 8x8 function is given in Equatin2.2 [2]. 
1 7 7 X y f (x, y) =-C(x)C(y) L L F(u, v) cos[n(2u + 1)-] cos[n(2v + 1)-] (2.2) 
4 u=O v=O 16 16 
There are many other transforms, which have unique properties. Examples are 
Karhunen-Loeve Transfotm (KLT) [3] and the Fourier Transform. 
2.2.2 Quantisation of DCT coefficients 
The domain transformation of the pixels would not be effective without further 
quantisation. The transfotmed 8x8 block still contains 64 coefficients. The benefit 
brought by DCT transfotm is that the picture energy is concentrated at the lower 
frequency components. Most coefficients at the higher frequency region would be 
zeros after the quantisation and so they can be discarded. The quantisation function 
is given in Equation 2.3. Of course, the quantisation is a lossy process that causes 
quality degradation. Especially when coarser quantisation is used. Therefore, bit rate 
reduction and quantisation distottion is always an issue should be trade off in a video 
co dec. 
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Q . dC iffi (' ') DCT(i, j) uantzze oe cent l, J = . . Quantwn(z, 1) (2.3) 
2.2.3 Inter frame coding mode 
Two coding modes exist in a hyblid video codecs. They are Intra frame and Inter 
frame coding. The major difference is that the latter exploits temporal redundancy to 
reduce bit rate. Motion c·ompensated prediction is used in Inter frame coding to 
efficiently encode a raw input video stream. A block in the cunent frame is predicted 
from a displaced block in the previous frame. The difference between the oliginal 
and its prediction is compressed and transmitted along with the displacement vectors. 
Block Matching (BM) [4] is the most common method of motion estimation. 
Typically each macroblock (16x16 pels) in the cun-ent frame is compared with 
shifted regions of the previous decoded frame. The shift, which results in minimum 
enor is selected as the best motion vector for that macroblock. The motion 
compensated prediction frame is then fo1med. 
BM is a very complex process since all shifts of each macroblock are analysed. For 
example, to analyse shifts of up to ± 15 pels in holizontal and vertical directions 
requires 31x31=961 shifts, each of which involves 16x16= 256 pels difference 
computations for a given macroblock. This is known as exhaustive search BM. 
There are different en·or measures, which can be used for motion estimation. Among 
them, the Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) and the minimum Mean Squared 
Enor (MSE) are commonly used. Functions of SAD and MSE are given in Equation 
2.3 and 2.4 respectively [5]. Motion estimation can be done on the luminance 
component of the frames, or can include the chrominance components as well. 
M-lN-1 
SAD= LLlAi,j-Bi,jl (2.4) 
i=O j=O 
with A;, j being a cunent frame pel at (i, j) 
with B;, j being a reference frame pel at (i, j) 
1 M-lN-1 
2 MSE=-LL<A.j-Bi,j) (2.5) 
MxN i=o j=o 
with A;, j being a cun·ent frame pel at (i, j) 
with B;, j being a reference frame pel at (i, j) 
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To reduce the computational complexity of BM algorithm, a number of fast search 
methods for motion estimation have been proposed, such as Three-Step Search (TSS) 
[6] and its improvements, Hierarchical Block Matching Algotithm (HBMA) [7], etc. 
The basic principle of these methods is to reduce the number of search points. Only a 
small number of specific points is needed to be checked if the distortion measure 
monotonically decreases towards the best match point. This assumption is not always 
ttue in reality and they may converge to a local minimum on the error sutface instead 
of the global minimum as in the Full Search Method (FSM) [8]. 
Table 2.1 shows the computational complexity of vatious fast search methods for a 
search range w equal to 16 pixels. It can be seen that, the fast search methods: TSS 
and HBMA significantly reduce the computational complexity compare to FSM. 
Table 2.1 Computational complexity 
Algorithm Max search points w=16 
FSM (2w+l)2 1089 
TSS 1+8log2w 33 
3-level HBMA (w /2+1)2+2x9 99 
2.2.4 Entropy coding 
According to Shannon's theory [9], entropy of a symbol is the minimum average bits 
needed to code the symbols, which can be defined as: 
11 
H =-L P; log2Pi (bits/symbol) (2.6) [9] 
i=l 
Entropy coding is a lossless coding, which can further improve the coding efficiency 
by reducing statistical redundancy between the compressed data symbols. Entropy 
coding normally uses Variable Length Coding (VLC) techniques. There are two 
types of techniques for achieving entropy coding: 
• Huffman coding ---one of the simplest variable length coding schemes. 
• Atithmetic coding --- a vatiable length coding scheme that can adapt to data with 
non-stationary statistics. 
In fixed length coding, each symbol is given a same length codeword without 
considering the usage frequency of each symbol. So in VLC, probability of each 
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symbol is used to decide the codeword length, namely short code words are assigned 
to highly probable values and long code words to the less probable ones. Table 2.2 
gives an example of the coding efficiency between fixed length coding and Huffman 
coding. It shows that Huffman coding is better than fixed length coding since it 
reaches the theoretical entropy value. 
Table 2.2 Coding efficiency of Huffman coding 
Symbol Probability Fixed length Huffman code 
code 
a 0. 1 00 111 
b 0.5 01 0 
c 0. 15 10 110 
d 0.25 11 10 
Average coding rate 2 1.75 (bits/symbol) 
Entropy (bits/symbol) 1. 7427 
Adthmetic coding further increases the coding efficiency since it can use a fraction 
value to represent the coding data. In Arithmetic coding, each symbol is associated 
with a semi-open interval of the unit interval [0 .. 1]. Then successively nrurow the 
unit interval by the intervals associated with each symbol of the message in tu1n. The 
output is the interval of the last symbol. This final interval is represented by choosing 
some fraction within it. The biggest drawback of the adthmetic coding is it's low 
speed since of several needed multiplications and divisions for each symbol. It is 
more complicated than Huffman coding. 
2.2.5 Video performance assessment 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is a method to calculate the distortion introduced 
by noise of an input signal to an output. PSNR is most commonly used as a measure 
of quality of reconstruction in video compression. PSNR is calculated on a frame-by-
frame basis and is expressed as a function of the MSE (see Equation 2.5). The PSNR 
in db is defined as: 
2552 PSNR = 101og10(--) 
MSE 
(2.7) 
PSNR in Equation 2. 7 is expressed as the ratio between the highest possible 
luminance value of a pixel (namely 255) and the average of the differences between 
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the luminance values of corresponding pixels position in the two images. Typical 
values for the PSNR in video compression are between 20 and 40 dB. Though PSNR 
does not correlate well with subjective video quality measures, but it is a convenient 
·method to measure the video performance and so it is used in this thesis. 
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2.3 Video coding standards 
2.3.1 H.261 
H.261 standard is popular used in video conferencing application [10]. H.261 is 
designed for data rates of p x 64Kbit/s (pis in the range 1-30). Real-Time transport 
Protocol (RTP)[11] is used to transport the H.261 video stream over ISDN networks. 
The coding algotithm used in H.261 is a hybrid of inter-picture prediction, transform 
coding, and motion compensation. The inter-picture prediction removes temporal 
redundancy. The transform coding removes the spatial redundancy. To remove any 
futther redundancy in the transmitted bit stream, variable length coding is used. 
H261 supports two image resolutions, QCIF (Quatter Common Interchange fotmat) 
and CIF (Common Interchange fotmat). These two formats ru·e suitable for TV 
standard PAL (Phase Alternating Line) or NTSC (National Television System 
Committee)[12]. Table 2.3 shows the pixel value for each resolution. 
T bl 2 3 p· t {! t t d. H 261 a e . tc ure orma s suppor e ID . 
Picture fotmat Luminance pixels Luminance lines H.261 support 
QCIF 176 144 Yes 
CIF 352 288 Optional 
I PSC I TR IPTypcl GOB I GOB I "' I GOB I 
,,,,.,,.,, .. , .. , .. , .. , .. , .. ,. . ................... , ........ , ... ,, 
ｾｾｾ［Ｚｴ｡ｲｴ＠ I Grp it I QuantJ Mn I ... ｊＧＢﾷｾｾﾷﾷｾｾ＠ -------- GOB layer 
ｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ Picture layer 
ｾＭｾｾ［Ｚﾷ＠ .. ｲﾷｾＺﾷＺＭｪﾷﾷｾﾷＺｾｾｾＢｪＺｾｾｴｯｲ＠ I cnp _j .. ｾｾＭｪＢﾷｾｾﾷ＠ .... l __ .':: .. ｲｾｾＭＱＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ MB layer 
........ , ... , ... , ................ , ... , ... , ... ,. ............... , ........... ,........ .... <,, ,, .,, ''•,,, 
I oc I Skip,Val I ... I Skip,Vai I non I 
-------- Block layer 
Figure 2.3 H.261 bit stream structure 
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H.261 encoding is organized as a hierarchy of groupings. The hierarchy has four 
layers: 
1. Picture layer: cotTesponds to one video picture (frame) 
2. Group of Blocks (GOB) layer: colTesponds to 1/12 of CIF pictures or 1/3 of 
QCIF frames. 
3. Macroblock layer: con·esponds to 16x16 pixels of luminance and the two 
spatially corresponding 8x8 chrominance components. 
4. Block layer: conesponds to 8x8 pixels 
Figure 2.3 summarises the H.261 bit stream sttucture. In the picture layer, Picture 
Start Code (PSC) delineates boundaries between pictures. Temporal Reference (TR) 
is used as timestamp. In GOB layer, picture is divided into regions of 11x3 
macroblocks. Group number ( Grp#) is sent in case a whole group might be skipped. 
Group Quantization Value (Quant) is defined as quantization value for whole group. 
MB layer and block layer are used to store the whole macroblock data. 
2.3.2 H.263 
Although the coding structure of H.263 is based on that of H.261, H.263 provides 
better picture quality at low bit rates with little additional complexity. It also includes 
four optional modes, which are unrestricted motion vectors mode, advance prediction 
mode, PB-frames mode and syntax-based arithmetic coding mode, aimed at 
improving compression petfotmance. H.263 has been adopted in several videophone 
terminal standards, notably ITU-T H.324 (PSTN) [13], H.320 (ISDN) [14], and 
H.310 (B-ISDN) [15]. In this section, we will also discuss the scalability of H.263 
coding algorithm and en·or resilience optional modes ofH.263. 
T bl 2 4 S f l l . a e • ipa 1a reso ubons o fH263 . . picture ormats 
Picture format Luminance pixels Luminance lines Chrominance pixels Chrominance lines 
SubQCIF 128 96 64 48 
QCIF 176 144 88 72 
CIF 352 288 176 144 
4CIF 704 576 352 288 
16CIF 1408 1152 704 576 
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We desctibe the detailed framework of H.263 in the following sections. 
1) Video frame structure: H.263 supports five standardized picture formats: sub-
QCIF, QCIF, CIF, 4CIF, and 16CIF [16]. The luminance component of the 
picture is sampled at these resolutions, while the chrominance components, Cb 
and Cr, are downsampled by two in both the horizontal and vertical directions. 
Table 2.4 summalies the spatial resolutions of each picture fotmat. 
2) Four optional modes [17] 
In the course of development of H.263 numerous optional modes (annexes) have 
been added to improve the coding efficiency of the codec. 
• Unrestricted motion vectors mode (Annex D) 
In the unrestlicted motion vectors mode, motion vectors are allowed to point 
outside the picture. Thus, a much better prediction can be found when only a 
stnall prut of the prediction is located outside the picture. For unavailable 
prediction pixels, the edge pixels ru·e used instead. With the unrestricted motion 
vector mode a significant gain is achieved, especially for the smaller picture 
formats. 
• Advance prediction mode (Annex F) 
In this mode, four 8x8 motion vectors instead of one 16x 16 vectors ru·e used for 
some of the macroblocks in the picture. Consequently, four vectors use more bits, 
but produce a better prediction and mitigate the blocking artefacts on the 
subjective video quality. However, overlapped block motion compensation is 
used for the luminance component only since the gain in performance for 
chrominance component is negligible. 
• PB-frames mode (Annex G) 
A PB-frame consists of two pictures coded as one unit, namely one P-picture and 
one B-picture. B-picture is predicted from both previous and currently decoded 
P-pictures. The main benefit of the PB-frames mode is to increase frame rate 
without significantly increasing the bit rate. 
• Syntax -based atithmetic coding mode (Annex E) 
When syntax-based ruithmetic coding mode is used, the number of bits to be 
transmitted can be even further reduced. While in Huffman coding, each symbol 
must be encoded into a fixed integral number of bits, this resttiction is relaxed 
when adthmetic coding is applied. However, the codec computation complexity 
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is increased at the same time. 
3) Scalability 
The purpose of scalability is to protect different layers. Three types of layering 
techniques are supported in H.263. They are temporal scalability, SNR scalability 
and spatial scalability. 
• Temporal scalability 
Temporal scalability is achieved using bi-directional predicted pictures like B-
pictures. B-pictures are not used as reference pictures for the prediction of any 
other pictures. This property allows for B-pictures to be discarded when network 
congestion without affecting any other pictures. Figure 2.4 shows the 
relationship between the B-pictures and base layer I, P frames. 
• SNR scalability 
Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) scalable coding provides a method of coding the 
sequence at a range of visual qualities. In H.263 encoder, DCT coefficients are 
quantized coarsely (i.e. with a high quantization step size) to form the base layer. 
Then the difference between the input picture and low quality base layer picture 
is coded. 
Figure 2.4 B-pictures prediction in the temporal scalability 
Enhancement layer 
r r r [j]-EJ-EJ Base layer 
Figure 2.5 Spatial scalability structures 
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• Spatial scalability 
Similar to SNR scalability, spatial scalable coding involves encoding the original 
video sequence at a range of spatial resolutions. A spatial scalable structure is 
illustrated in Figure 2.5. The lowest resolution sub sampled image forms the 
ｾ｡ｳ･＠ layer. Each frame at the next spatial resolution is formed by interpolating 
between the pixel values of the base layer to predict the remaining pixel values. 
The difference between the up-sampled values and the actual pixels of the source 
frame is encoded to fotm the enhancement layers. 
4) Extensions of H.263 
Following the adoption of the first version of the H.263 standard, further 
enhancements were proposed, leading to Version 2 (H.263+) of the standard [18]. 
H.263+ provides 12 new negotiable modes and additional features that improve 
video quality and increase robustness and functionality of the target video coding 
systems [17]. Approval for Version 2 of the standard was granted in 1998. Version 3 
of the H.263 standard (H.263++) [19] was introduced to add more features such as 
enhanced coding efficiency for low delay applications, enhanced enor resilience for 
wireless video communications, and suppott for interlaced video sources. Version 3 
of the standard was completed in 2001. 
5) En-or resilience suppott in H.263 
H.263 Provides enor protection, robustness and resilience to transmit video 
infotmation over bandwidth limited en-or prone environments. The following section · 
introduces several enor resilience optional modes (annexes) adapted in H.263 [20]. 
• Forward enor-correction mode [Annex H] 
Forward Enor-Conection (FEC) mode (also called channel coding) is a type of 
digital signal processing that improves data reliability by introducing a known 
structure into a data sequence prior to transmission or storage. This structure 
enables a receiving system to detect and possibly conect errors caused by 
conuption from the channel and the receiver. As the name implies, this coding 
technique enables the decoder to conect enors without requesting retransmission 
of the otiginal infotmation. The enor detection/con·ection code is a BCH (Bose-
Chaudhuri-Hochquenghem Code [21]) (511,493). An 18-bit BCH forward enor-
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cotTection checksum is added into an FEC frame of 493 bits. This FEC coding 
allows the cotTection of single bit en·or in each FEC frame and detection of two 
bit etTors for an approximately 4% increase in bit rate. 
• Data pru1itioning 
Although each VLC bit is equally susceptible to channel en-ors, the impact of the 
en-or on the symbols is unequal. Between the two resynchronisation markers, 
symbols that appear eru·Iier in the bit stream suffer less from the errors than those 
which come later. Some video data, such as macroblock address, macroblock 
type and Motion Vector Difference (MVD) is more impot1ant than others, so we 
can bring them into deferent segments to protect video against channel etTors. 
Note that data prutitioning is only used for P and B-pictures, because for I frame, 
DCT coefficients ru·e all important and their absence degrades picture quality 
significantly. 
• Slice -structure mode (Annex K) 
Slice mode is similru· to the otiginal GOB structure. GOB is one special kind of 
slice with the number of macroblocks in a slice equal to 11. All macroblocks of 
one slice can be decoded independently from the content of other slices because 
no dependencies such as prediction of motion vectors ru·e allowed across slice 
boundruies. However, the slice mode will slightly reduce etTor-free picture 
quality since it increases extra overheads for each slice. 
• Reference picture selection (Annex N) 
The reference picture selection mode allows the use of an eru·Iier decoded picture 
to serve as the reference picture for inter-picture prediction. It is also possible to 
apply the reference picture selection mode to individual segments rather than full 
pictures. The temporal reference of the reference picture to be used is conveyed 
in the picture or segment header to inform the decoder which picture should be 
used for prediction. This mode may be used with or without a feedback channel. 
• Scalability + UEP 
H.263 standard suppotts three kinds of scalability, namely temporal scalability, 
SNR scalability and spatial scalability. Because the base layer data is more 
important, we can use Unequal EITor Protection (UEP) method to guarantee 
them cotTectly received by the decoder. 
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From above discussion, we know each mode has specific advantages and 
applications. To achieve desired video quality, it is necessary to carefully 
combine them for video applications in different network environments. 
2.3.3 MPEG-2/MPEG-4 
2.3.3.1 MPEG-2 
MPEG-2 was developed by ISOIIEC and is known as ISOIIEC 13818 [22]. The 
MPEG-2 video coding standard is primarily aimed at coding higher resolution video 
with fairly high quality at challenging bit rates of 4 to 9Mbit/s. 
1) MPEG-2 video data structure 
Figure 2.6 shows the basic layer structure of MPEG-2 video. From the figure, we can 
see the structure is similar to previous standard, like H.261. Video sequence begins 
with a sequence header, includes one or more Group of Pictures (GOP), and ends 
with an end-of-sequence code. The benefit of GOP is to allow random access into the 
sequence. So at least there is one 1-frame in each GOP. 
ｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ Video Sequence 
ｾｇｲｯｵｰ＠ of Pictures ｾ＠
Figure 2.6 MPEG-2 video data layer structure 
2) Level and profile 
MPEG-2 is designed to support a wide range of applications and services of varying 
bit rate, resolution, and quality. MPEG-2 standard defines several profiles and four 
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levels for ensudng inter-operability of these applications. The profile defines the 
colour space resolution, and scalability of the bit stream. The levels define the 
maximum and minimum for image resolution, and Y (Luminance) samples per 
second, and the maximum bit rate and frame rate (fps) per profile. The seven known 
profiles are summarised in Table 2.5. 
3) Scalable modes 
The basic scalability tools offered in MPEG-2 are: data partitioning, SNR scalability, 
spatial scalability and temporal scalability. Moreover, cotnbinations of these basic 
scalability tools are also supported and are refetTed to as hybdd scalability. 
T bl 2 S lVIPEG 2 fll a e . · pro 1 es 
Type Comments 
Sim2_le Same as Main, only without B-pictures 
Main I, P&B, 4:2:0 fonnat 
SNR scalable Main profile+SNR scalability 
Spatial SNR profile+Spatial scalability 
High Spatial profile+4:2:2 fonnat 
4:2:2 Extension of main profile to high bit rate 
Multi view Main profile+temporal scalability 
4) MPEG-2 scanning modes 
MPEG-2 suppo1t two scanning methods, one is progressive scanning and the other is 
interlaced scanning. Interlaced scanning scans odd lines of a frame as one field (odd 
field), and even lines as another field (even field). Progressive scanning scans the 
consecutive lines in sequential order. 
An interlaced video sequence uses one of two picture stluctures: frame structure and 
field structure. In the frame stlucture, lines of two fields altetnate and the two fields 
are coded together as a frame. One picture header is used for two fields. In the field 
structure, the two fields of a frame may be coded independently of each other, and 
the even field follows the odd field. Each of the two fields has its picture header. 
The interlaced video sequence can switch between frame structures and field 
structures on a picture-by-picture base. 
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2.3.3.2 ｾｾｻｽＭＴ＠
In this section, the levels and profiles of MPEG-4 [23] are desctibed. MPEG-4 is the 
first object-based video coding standard, so the feature of this coding strategy is 
discussed in detail. En-or resilience is also an impottant issue since MPEG-4 is 
designed to be used for wireless video communication. The major applications in 
MPEG-4 are summarized at the end of this section. 
1) Levels and profiles 
MPEG-4, as with MPEG-2, has defined many profiles. For each profile, a number of 
resolution states such as bit rate, frame rate and pixel resolutions can be defined as 
levels. Some well-known profiles are as follows: 
• Simple profile: this profile provides the simplest tool for low cost 
applications, such as video over mobile and Intetnet. It suppotts up to four 
rectangular objects in a scene within QCIF pictures. There are three levels in 
this profile to define bit rates from 64-384kbit/s (64, 128 and 384kbit/s for 
level-1, level-2 and level-3 respectively). The simple profile also supports 
most of the optionalities that are mainly useful for e11·or resilience 
transmission. 
• Advanced real time simple: this adds e11·or protection to the simple profile, 
through the introduction of a feed back channel. This profile improves the 
robustness of real time visual services over error prone channels. 
• Main profile: this profile is intended for broadcast services that can handle 
both progressive and interlaced video. It can handle up to 32 objects with a 
maximum bit rte of 38Mbit/s. 
2) Object based video coding 
One of the key conttibutions of MPEG-4 is a move away from the "traditional" view 
of a video sequence as being merely a collection of rectangular frames of video. 
Instead, MPEG-4 treats a video sequence as a collection of one or more video objects. 
MPEG-4 defines a video object as a flexible "entity that a user is allowed to access 
and manipulate". A Video Object (VO) is an area of the video scene that may occupy 
an arbitratily shaped region and may exist for an arbitrary length of time. An instance 
of a VO at a particular point in time is a Video Object Plane (VOP). 
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Shape Motion Texture 
VOP 
- Coding (MV) Coding ｾ＠ bitstream 
Figure2.7 Object-based video coding in MPEG-4 
Figure 2.7 shows a genetic :MPEG-4 codec structure. The major difference from 
other video coding standards is the addition of shape coding. 
e VOP types 
There are three VOP types: I-VOP, P-VOP and B-VOP. 
A rectangular I-VOP is a frame of video encoded in Intra mode. A P-VOP is coded 
with Inter prediction from a previously encoded I- or P-VOP (a reference VOP). The 
B-VOP uses bi-directional prediction to improve motion compensation efficiency. 
Each block or macroblock may be predicted using (a) forward prediction from the 
previous I- or P-VOP, (b) backwards prediction from the next I- or P-VOP or (c) an 
average of the forward and backward prediction. This mode generally gives better 
coding efficiency at the cost of increase memory. 
• Shape coding 
Two methods are used by :MPEG-4 to encode the shape infotmation of input VOPs. 
One is called binary shape coding and another is grey scale shape coding. The shape 
information is referred to as alpha planes. An alpha plane is bounded by the tightest 
rectangle that includes the shape of a VOP. The bounding rectangle of the VOP is 
extended on the right-bottom side to multiples of 16x16 blocks. The extended alpha 
samples are set to zero. The extended alpha plane is partitioned into blocks of 16x16 
samples referred to as alpha blocks, and the coding process is done per alpha block. 
• Texture coding 
For I-VOP, the texture coding is petformed the same as H.263 scheme. When the 
VOP has an arbitrary shape, three positions need to be treated carefully: a) 
Macro blocks that completely reside inside the VOP, b) Macro blocks that lie on the 
boundary of the VOP and c) Macroblocks that completely outside the VOP. 
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For MB inside a VOP, texture coding is the same as in H.263. For the boundary 
Macroblocks, the region outside the VOP within the block is padded with zeros. 
Transparent blocks are skipped and therefore not coded. 
3) Error resilience in MPEG-4 
MPEG-4 provides a number of error resilience tools to improve its performance for 
mobile audiovisual communications. 
• Resynchronization 
The reason why we need resynchronization tools is because of variable length 
coding. The decoder can sort out the synchronization problem after errors have 
been detected if fixed length coding is used. So for VLC coding method, a 
resynchronization marker is used to distinguish the start of a new video packet. 
This marker is distinguishable from all possible VLC code words as well as the 
VOP start code. Generally, the data between the synchronization point prior to the 
error and the first point where synchronization is reestablished is discarded. 
Because the resynchronization approach is effective at localizing the amount of 
data discarded by the decoder, other error concealment tools can be combined 
together to further reduce the effects of errors. 
I Resync Marker 
MPEG-4 
I GOB IL....-_a_o_B __ I GOB IL....----_a_o_B __ ｾ＠ H.263 
Figure 2.8 The resynchronisation approach in MPEG-4 and H.263 
The resynchronization approach adopted by ISOIIEC 14496, referred to as a packet 
approach, is similar to the GOBs structure utilized by the ITU-T Recommendations 
H.261 and H.263. The only difference between them is the position of the inserted 
synch words. Figure 2.8 shows resynchronization markers in MPEG-4 appear only 
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at legal fixed interval locations in the bit stream. In H.263, the resynchronization 
markers are inserted at the beginning of each GOB. 
The GOB approach to resynchronization is based on spatial resynchronization. A 
potential problem with this approach is that since the encoding process is variable 
rate, these resynchronization markers will most likely be unevenly spaced 
throughout the bit stream. Therefore, certain portions of the scene, such as high 
motion areas, will be more susceptible to errors, which will also be more difficult to 
conceal. 
The video packet approach adopted by ISOIIEC 14496 is based on providing 
periodic resynchronization markers throughout the bit stream. In other words, the 
length of the video packets is not based on the number of macroblocks, but instead 
on the number of bits contained in that packet. If the number of bits contained in 
the current video packet exceeds a predetermined threshold, then a new video 
packet is created at the start of the next macroblock. 
• Data partitioning 
Data partitioning in MPEG-4 is also similar to that in H.263. Because MPEG-4 is 
object-based coding algorithm, extra shape information need to be encoded. The 
effect of shape data on the error robustness has been studied, which proves that shape 
data is also highly sensitive. Therefore, shape data has been grouped together with 
motion data in the first partition. Figure 2.9 describes the data partitioning structure 
in MPEG-4. A second resynchronization marker (motion marker) is inserted between 
motion/shape and texture information. Two markers in the video packet can further 
improve the ability of the decoder to localize an error. If the texture data is lost, 
motion information can be used to conceal these errors. 
I Resync Marker 
Motion&Shape data 
Header information 
Motion 
Mmer 
Figure 2.9 Data partitioning in MPEG-4 
Texture data 
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Motion&Shape data 
Header information 
-· 
Texture Forward 
Header 
Texture data 
Backward 
... Errors ... ｾ＠ ｾ＠
Figure 2.10 Reversible VLC in MPEG-4 
• Reversible VLC 
Reversible Variable Length Codes (RVLC), as the name implies, are designed to 
decode the bit stream both in forward and reverse directions. Figure 2.10 depicts this 
method. RVLC is only applied to TCOEF (Texture Coefficient) coding. As discussed 
in Resynchronization part, the bit error will lead to discard block of data until next 
synchronization word. Actually, most of them could be correctly received. If 
backward decode is available, than those error free bits after the first error bit still 
can be decoded, therefore number of discarded bits can be reduced. 
• Adaptive Intra Refresh (AIR) method 
Intra refresh is the technique to stop error propagation due to inter prediction. This 
method can be implemented at frame level or MB level. The traditional MB intra 
refresh is to encode macroblocks in Intra mode at a fixed order. All MBs in a frame 
have the same chance to be Intra refreshed. This algorithm is called Cyclic Intra 
Refresh (CIR). But in AIR, the encoder estimates motion of each MB and only 
highly motion MBs are encoded in Intra mode, resulting motion MBs are encoded 
frequently in Intra mode. Therefore, it is possible to recover the corrupted motion 
MBs quickly. 
The estimation of motion is performed by the comparison between SAD and a preset 
threshold SAD _th. SAD is the Sum of the Absolute Differential value between the 
current MB and the MB in same location of the previous VOP. If the SAD of the 
current MB is larger than the SAD_th, this MB is regarded as motion area, which 
will be marked in the refresh map (see Figure 2.11). All results of the estimation are 
recorded. Then encoder refers to the refresh map and decides to encode current MB 
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in Intra mode or not. 
c 0 
c 0 
c 0 
c 0 
c 0 
c 0 
c 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 
c 0 0 0 0 
Figure 2.11 Refresh map for QCIF 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
Finally, we introduce the decoder operation when error occurs. The following criteria 
will be used to detect any errors: 
• An illegal VLC is received. 
• A semantic error is detected. 
• More than 64 DCT coefficients are decoded in a block. 
• Inconsistent resynchronization header information (i.e., QP out of range, 
MBA(k)<MBA(k-1 ),etc.). 
When an error is detected in the bit stream, the decoder should resynchronize at the 
next suitable resynchronization point (vop_start_code or resync_marker). 
If the VOP start code is corrupted by the transmission error and the frame 
synchronization is lost, the decoder may establish the resynchronization by using the 
Header Extension Code (HEC) information. Missing blocks may be replaced with 
the same block from the previous frame. 
4) MPEG-4 in applications 
MPEG-4 is more than just another standard; MPEG-4 is being broadly and 
progressively adopted, across traditional industry barriers. Major streaming providers 
like Apple and RealNetworks support MPEG-4 on their platform and products. 
MPEG-4 is already the established standard for low bandwidth multimedia on 30 
mobile terminals. 
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MPEG-4 is cunently being discussed in some of the most active groups within DVB, 
the world's leading digital television standards drafting body. The DVD Fotum is 
also evaluating MPEG-4 for the next generation of storage media [24]. 
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2.3.4 H.264 
After the success of H.263 video coding standard, ITU-T has also been working on a 
new project, refened to as H.26L [25, 26], with L standing for long-term objectives. 
This long term objective of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) under 
the advanced video coding project is to provide a video coding recommendation to 
perfotm substantially better than the existing standards at very low bit rates. The 
H.26L development work is an on-going activity. The final stages of developing the 
new standard have been carried out by Joint Video Team (JVT), a collaborative 
effort of both video coding experts and motion picture experts groups, making it 
possible to publish the final standard under the joint auspices of ISOIIEC (as MPEG-
4 part 10) and ITU-T (as Recommendation H.264/AVC) in 2003 [27] . In the next 
chapter, we will give detailed discussions of H.264/ A VC. 
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Chapter 3 
3 Features of H.264/ A V C Video Coding Standard 
3.1 Introduction 
H.264/ A VC is the newest video coding standard of the ITU-T Video Coding Experts 
Group and the ISOIIEC Moving Picture Experts Group. The main goals of the 
H.264/ A VC standardization effort have been the compression performance and the 
provision of a "network-friendly" video representation addressing "conversational" 
(video telephony) and "non-conversational" (storage, broadcast or streaming) 
applications. Figure 3.1 shows the codec structure ofH.264/AVC. 
(split into 
macroblocks 
of 16x16 
piXels) 
Control 
--·····-······-····• data \ 
Mt- _ .... ___ _. Quant.\ 
trans f. coeffs \ 
\ 
ｾ＠ .....,_....,._ __ _ 
Figure 3.1 H.264 coding structure [28] 
The basic function in Figure 3.1 is much similar to previous coding standards, but the 
detailed operations are improved. A number of important techniques are adopted in 
the H.264 standards. They are: 
• 114-sample or 118-sample accuracy used for motion prediction; 
• A number of different block sizes are used for motion prediction; 
• Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) for entropy coding; 
• Residual coding is based on 4x4 blocks and an integer transform is used. 
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H.264/AVC is getting so much attention because it achieves the goal of up to twice 
as efficient as MPEG-2 encoding. This opens new possibilities such as: 
• Squeezing more television programs into a given channel bandwidth; 
• Delivedng quality video over bandwidth-constrained networks (e.g. 30 Mobile); 
• Fitting a high-definition movie feature onto a standard DVD. 
3.1.1 Levels and profiles 
H.264 defines a set of profiles, each supporting a particular set of coding functions 
and each specifying what is required of an encoder or decoder that complies with the 
profile. The Baseline Profile suppo11s Intra and Inter-coding (using !-slices and P-
slices) and entropy coding with Context-Adaptive Variable-Length Codes (CAVLC). 
The Main Profile includes suppo11 for interlaced video, Inter-coding using B-slices, 
Inter coding using weighted prediction and entropy coding using CABAC. The 
Extended Profile does not support interlaced video or CABAC but adds modes to 
enable efficient switching between coded bit streams (SP- and SI-slices) and 
improved ell'or resilience (Data Partitioning). 
Potential applications of the Baseline Profile include videophone, videoconferencing 
and wireless communications. Potential applications of the Main Profile include 
television broadcasting and video storage. The Extended Profile may be particularly 
useful for streaming media applications. However, each profile has sufficient 
flexibility to support additional applications. 
Table 3.1 summadse the relationship between the three profiles and the major coding 
tools supported by them. 
T bl 3 1 H 264/ A VC fil a e . . pro 1 es 
Typ_e Cmmnents Application 
Baseline Support IIP slices, CA VLC Conversational 
Main Baseline+B slices, CABAC, interlace Broadcast & storage 
Extended Baseline+B slices, SP/SI slice, Data partitioning Streaming 
Performance limits for codec are defined by a set of levels, each placing limits on 
parameters such as sample processing rate, picture size, coded bit rate and memory 
requirements. 
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3.2 Video compression techniques of H.264/ A VC 
3.2.1 Integer transform 
Previous standards such as MPEG-2, MPEG-4 and H.263 use block size of 8x8 in 
DCT transform. However in H.264/ A VC the transformation is applied to 4x4 blocks. 
Figure 3.2 shows the associated transfonns in H.264/AVC. The integer transfotm 
with similar properties as a 4x4 DCT is used for the residual data. Then a Hadamard 
transfotm [29] is also applied for DC coefficients. One is for the 2x2 array of 
Chroma DC coefficients. Another is for the 4x4 an·ay of Luma DC coefficients in 
Intra MB only. 
Input MB 
4x4 block 
transfotm 
2x2 Chroma DC 
Hadamard transform 
4x4LumaDC 
Hadamard transform 
(Intra MB only) 
Figure 3.2 H.264 transform flow diagram 
3.2.1.1 4x4 residual transform 
This transfotm is an approximation to the 4x4 DCT transform. The transform/inverse 
is petfotmed both vettically and horizontally in the same manner as in H.263. But a 
part of the matrix factors has been changed. Equation 3.1 defines the transformation 
function. Same operations will be petformed in encoder and decoder side to prevent 
inverse transfotm mismatch. 
y = cxcr (3.1) 
1 1 1 1 
where 
2 1 -1 -2 
CT is the transpose matriX of C C= 
1 -1 -1 1 
1 -2. 2 -1 
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3.2.1.2 2x2 Hadamard transform of chroma DC coefficients 
The 2D 2x2 transfotm procedure is illustrated below. 
y = [1 1 ][DC00 DC01][1 1 ] 
1 -1 DC10 DC11 1 -1 
(3.2) 
3.2.1.3 4x4 Hadamard transform of luma DC coefficients 
If MB mode is Intra_16x16, than the 16 DC coefficients extracted from each 4x4 
block can futther be transformed using Hadamard transform. The direct transfotm is 
defined by: 
YD =round (HX ;HT J (3.3) 
"1 1 1 1 "" 
1 1 -1 -1 
where H= 
1 -1 -1 1 
1 -1 1 -1 
Xn is the 4x4 block stored in the 16 DC coefficients. 
Y 0 is the matrix after Hadamard transfotm. 
3.2.2 Quantisation 
H.264 uses a scalar quantizer, which is similar to H.263 or lVIPEG-2. The basic 
forward operation is as follows: 
Z;, i = round (Yi, i/ ) 
/Qstep (3.4) 
where Yi. i is a coefficient of the transfotm desctibed above, Qstep is a quantizer 
step size and Zi, i is a quantized coefficient. 
Table 3.2 Quautisation step sizes in H.264 
QP 0 1 2 3 4 5 10 
Qstep 0.625 0.6875 0.8125 0.875 1 1. 125 2 
QP ... 18 30 36 42 51 
Qstep 5 20 40 80 224 
A total of 52 values of Qstep are suppotted by the standard, which is indexed by a 
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Quantization Parameter (QP) in encoder configuration file. Table 3.2 shows the 
relationship between the values of Qstep and each QP. That is Qstep doubles in size 
for every increment of 6 in QP. Qstep increases by 12.5% for each increment of 1 in 
QP. The range of QP in H.264 increases from 32 to 52 compared to H.26L. This 
enables the possibility for an encoder to control the trade-off between bit rate and 
quality more accurately and flexibly. 
3.2.3 Intra prediction 
Intra coding refers to the case where only spatial redundancies within a video picture 
are exploited. The idea is based on the observation that adjacent macroblocks tend to 
have similar properties. Therefore, as a first step in the encoding process for a given 
macroblock, one may predict the macroblock of interest from the sun-ounding 
macroblocks (typically the ones located on top and to the left of the macroblock of 
interest, since those blocks would have already been encoded). 
There are a total of 9 optional prediction modes for each 4x4 luma block, 4 optional 
modes for a 16x16luma block, and 4 modes that are applied to Intra chroma block. 
3.2.3.1 Intra 4x4 prediction 
Figure 3.3 shows a 4x4 block to be coded. The 16 samples labeled a to p are 
predicted using plior decoded pixels in adjacent blocks labeled as A to M. 
M A B c D E F G H 
I a h c. d 
J e £ g h 
K i j k 1. 
L m n 0 p 
Figure 3.3 4x4 Intra prediction samples 
There are 9 intra prediction modes labeled 0 to 8. Mode 2 is 'DC-prediction'. The 
other modes represent directions of predictions as indicated in Figure 3.4. 
• Mode 0: Vertical prediction 
The upper samples A, B, C, Dare extrapolated vertically. 
• Mode 1: Horizontal prediction 
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The left samples I, J, K, L are extrapolated horizontally. 
• Mode 2: DC prediction 
Generally all pixels are predicted by (A+B+C+D+l+J+K+L)/8. If four of the 
pixels are outside the picture, the average of the remaining four is used for 
prediction. If all 8 pixels are outside the picture the prediction for all pixels in the 
block is 128. A block can always be predicted using this mode. 
6 
7 0 
Mode 2: DC prediction 
Figure 3.4 4x4 Intra prediction modes 
• Mode 3: Diagonal down-left prediction 
The samples are interpolated at a 45 o angle between lower-left and upper-right. 
• Mode 4: Diagonal down-right prediction 
The samples are extrapolated at a 45 o angle down and to the right. 
• Mode 5: Vertical-Right prediction 
Extrapolation at an angle of approximately 26.6 o to the left of vertical 
(width/height =112). 
• Mode 6: Horizontal-Down prediction 
Extrapolation at an angle of approximately 26.6 o below horizontal. 
• Mode 7: Vertical-Left prediction 
Extrapolation (or interpolation) at an angle of approximately 26.6 o to the right of 
vertical. 
• Mode 8: Horizontal-Up prediction 
Interpolation at an angle of approximately 26.6 o above horizontal. 
For modes 3-8, the predicted samples are formed from a weighted average of the 
prediction samples. For example, if mode 3 is selected, the sample h is predicted by: 
(E+2F+G+2)>>2. 
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3.2.3.2 Intra 16x16 prediction 
As an alternative to the 4x4 luma modes described above, the entire 16x16 luma 
component of a macroblock may be predicted. This intra mode is particularly 
suitable for regions with little details, also referred to as 'flat' regions. 
Four modes are available. These are depicted in Figure 3.5: 
Mode 0 (Vertical): extrapolation from upper samples (H). 
Mode 1 (Horizontal): extrapolation from left samples (V). 
Mode 2 (DC): mean of upper and left-hand samples (H+ V). 
Mode 4 (Plane): a linear "plane" function is fitted to the upper and left-hand 
samples H and V. This works well in areas of smoothly varying luminance. 
0 (vertical) 2 (DC) 3 (plane) 
Figure3.5 16x16 Intra prediction modes 
3.2.3.3 8x8 Chroma prediction modes 
Four prediction modes are available for Intra chroma prediction. From Table 3.3, we 
can see that they are very similar to the 16x16 luma prediction modes, except their 
order. 
Table 3.3 Intra chroma prediction modes 
Besides MB types of Intra_ 4x4 and Intra_l6x16, H.264/AVC also support I_PCM 
(Intra Pulse Code Modulation). I_PCM allow the encoder directly to send the values 
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of the encoded sample. That means no prediction and transform coding processes are 
taken. 
3.2.4 Inter prediction 
Important differences from earlier standards include the support for a range of block 
sizes (from 16x16 down to 4x4) and fine sub-sample motion vectors (quarter-sample 
resolution in luma component). 
• Various block sizes 
The luminance component of each macroblock (16x16 samples) may be split up in 
four ways. The 8x8 block can further be split. Figure 3.6 shows the various block 
sizes supported in H.264/ A VC standard. 
These partitions and sub-macroblock give rise to a large number of possible 
combinations within each macroblock. This method of partitioning macroblocks into 
motion compensated sub-blocks of varying size is known as tree structured motion 
compensation. 
16x16 8x16 16x8 8x8 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 3 
'\ 
'\ 
'\ 
'\ 
'\ 
.-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-· 
..... ...- · -- .-----y------>, 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 2 3 
8x8 4x8 8x4 4x4 
Figure3.6 Various block sizes 
Each partition or sub-macroblock needs its separate motion vector. That means a 
large number of bits are required to code each MV data when choosing a small block 
size. The benefit is the lower-energy residual after compensation. But for 
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homogeneous areas, a large partition size is a better choice. 
The resolution of each chroma component in a macro block (Cr and Cb) is half that 
of the luminance component. Each chroma block is partitioned in the same way as 
the luma component, except that the partition sizes have exactly half the horizontal 
and vertical resolution. 
• Sub-pixel1notion vectors 
Each partition in an Inter-coded macroblock is predicted from an area of the same 
size in a reference picture. The offset between the two areas (the motion vector) has 
1/4-pixel resolution (for the luma component). If the luma and chroma samples at 
sub-pixel positions do not exist in the reference picture, it is necessary to create them 
using interpolation from nearby image samples. 
Figure 3.7 gives an example. A 4x4 sub-pattition in the cunent frame (a) is to be 
predicted from a neighboring region of the reference picture. If the horizontal and 
vertical components of the motion vector are integers, the relevant samples in the 
reference block actually exist (grey dots in (b)). If one or both vector components are 
fractional values (c), the prediction samples (grey dots) are generated by 
interpolation between adjacent samples in the reference frame (white dots). 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0) 0 ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 • • • • 0 0 0 @ 
, @ ® ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 
® 0 0 0 
0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 ® ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 ® 0 ® 0 
0 • • • • 0 0 ｾ＠ @) 0 ® 0 0 0 0 0 0 ｾＰ＠ 0 0 0 0 • • • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
(a) 4x4 block in current frame (b) Reference block: vector (1, -1) {c) Reference block: vector (0.75, -0.5) 
Figure3.7 Sub-pixel prediction [30] 
Sub-pixel motion compensation can provide significantly better compression 
performance than integer-pixel compensation, at the expense of increased complexity. 
If the video source sampling is 4:2:0, 1/8-pixel samples are required in the chroma 
components (conesponding to 114-pixel samples in the luma). These samples are 
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interpolated (linear interpolation) between integer-pixel chroma samples. 
• Motion vector prediction 
In H.264, motion prediction is similar to previous video standards; only the MV 
number increases significantly due to the available of small pattition sizes. Motion 
vectors for neighbodng partitions are often highly correlated and so each motion 
vector is predicted from vectors of nearby, previously coded partitions. A predicted 
vector, MVp, is formed based on previously calculated motion vectors. Motion 
Vector Difference (MVD), the difference between the cunent vector and the 
predicted vector, is encoded and transmitted. The method of fanning the prediction 
MVp depends on the motion compensation partition size and on the availability of 
neru·by vectors. The "basic" predictor is the median of the motion vectors of the 
neighboting macroblock prutitions or sub pattitions. At the decoder, the predicted 
vector MVp is fotmed in the same way and added to the decoded vector difference 
MVD. 
3.2.5 Variable length coding 
The H.264/AVC standard specifies two types of entropy coding: Context-Adaptive 
Binary Arithmetic Coding (CAB A C) and Context-Adaptive Variable-Length Coding 
(CAVLC). 
Table 3.4 shows the syntax elements that require to be encoded and transmitted. 
T bl 3 4 S t I t t b a e . •yn ax e emen s o dd e enco e 
Syntax elements Comments 
Sequence-, picture- and !Header Information 
slice-layer 
MB_type llntra: I 4x4, I 16xl6,I PCM Common 
;Inter: if P 8x8, also include sub mb type 
elements 
CBP Coded block pattern 
QP delta Quantisation parameter 
Residual data Coefficient data for each block 
!-slice Prediction mode 9 modes for I 4x4 and 4 for I 16x16 
P-slice Reference frame index Identify reference frames 
MVD Motion vector difference 
Above the slice layer, syntax elements are encoded as Fixed Length Coding (FLC) or 
variable-length binary codes. When entropy_coding_mode is set to 0, residual block 
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data is coded using CA VLC and other variable-length coded units are coded using 
Exp-Golomb codes. We summarize the major coding parameters in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5 Parameters encode schemes 
Syntax elements Encoded scheme Mapping type 
MB_type ue 
CBP me 
QP_delta Exp-Golomb entropy coding se 
Reference frame index ue 
MVD se 
Intra Prediction mode FLC n/a 
Residual data CAVLC n/a 
Table 3.6 Exp-Golomb codewords 
code_num Codeword 
0 1 
1 010 
2 011 
3 00100 
4 00101 
5 00110 
6 00111 
7 0001000 
8 0001001 
9 0001010 
3.2.5.1 Exp-Golomb entropy coding 
Exp-Golomb codes (Exponential Golomb codes) are variable length codes with a 
regular construction. Table 3.6 lists the first 10 codewords; it is clear from this table 
that the codeword progress is in a logical order. Each codeword (except for 
code_num 0) is including three parts: 
[zeros ][1][ INFO] (3.5) 
where zeros are an M-bit length field with all 0. 
INFO is an M-bit field canying information 
The first codeword has no leading zero or trailing INFO; codeword 1 and 2 have a 
single-bit INFO field; codeword 3-6 have a 2-bit INFO field; and so on. The total 
length of each codeword is (2M+1) bits. The code_num can be decoded by equation: 
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code num =2M +INFO -1 (3.6) 
Above syntax elements in Table 3.5 are needed to map into relevant code_num, than 
coding them by Exp-Golomb code. There are three ways to do this mapping. 
1. ue( v) : Unsigned direct mapping, code_ num = v . Used for macro block type, 
reference frame index and others. 
2. se( v) : Signed mapping, used for motion vector difference, delta QP and others. 
Parameter v is mapped to code_nwn as follows: 
{
2lvl (v< 0) 
code num= 
- 2lvl-1 (v>O) (3.7) 
3. me(v): Mapped symbols; parameter v is mapped to code_num according to a 
table specified in the standard. This mapping is used for the CBP parameter. 
Table 3.7 lists a small part of the CBP table for Inter predicted macroblocks. 
This indicates which 8x8 blocks in a macro block contain non-zero coefficients. 
Table 3. 7 Part of CBP mapping table 
coded block pattern (Inter pre-diction) 
0 (no non-zero blocks) 
16 (chrotna DC block non ... zero) 
t (top-left 8x8 h1n1a block non-zero) 
2 (top .. right 8x8 lun1a block non-zero) 
code nun1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
3.2.5.2 Context-based Adaptive Variable Length Coding (CAVLC) 
This is the method used to encode residual, zigzag ordered 4x4 (and 2x2) blocks of 
transform coefficients. There are several charactetistics of quantized blocks: 
1. It is observed that there is a string of coefficients at the highest 
frequencies that are a sequence of ±1. CA VLC signals the number of ±1 
coefficient ("Trailing ls" or "Tls") in a compact way. 
2. The number of non-zero coefficients in neighboring blocks is cotTelated. 
The number of coefficients is encoded using a look-up table. Choice of 
look-up table depends on the number of non-zero coefficients in 
neighboting blocks. Table 3.8 shows how to choose the conect look-up 
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table according to previous encoded blocks, including up and left blocks. 
Table 3.8 Look-up table for coeff_token[31] 
Pre_coeff_token Table for coeff_token [(up+left)/2] 
0,1 Num VLCO 
2,3 Num VLC1 
4,5,6,7 Num VLC2 
8-16 FLC 
3. The level (magnitude) of non-zero coefficients tends to be higher at the 
start of the reordered array (near the DC coefficient) and lower towards 
the higher frequencies. CA VLC takes advantage of this by adapting the 
choice of VLC look-up table for the "1 evel" parameter depending on 
esholds are listed in Table3.9. 
ble is always incremented after 
recently coded level magnitudes. The thr 
The first threshold is zero means that the ta 
the first coefficient level has been encoded. 
Table 3.9 Look-up table for Level 
ment table VLC table Threshold to incre 
VLCO 0 
VLC1 3 
VLC2 6 
VLC3 12 
VLC4 24 
VLC5 48 
VLC6 Highest tabl e 
After the zigzag scan, the 4x4 block coefficients bee orne a lD an·ay. The following 
step will be taken: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Encode the number of coefficients ( coeff_token) and trailing ones; 
Encode the sign of each ofT1 (0=+, 1=-); 
Encode the levels of the remaining non-zero coeff icients in reverse order; 
oefficient; Encode the total number of zeros before the last c 
Encode the each run of zeros. 
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3.2.5.3 Context-based Adaptive Binary Arithmetic Coding (CABAC) 
When entropy_coding_mode is set to 1, an ruithmetic coding scheme CABAC is 
used to encode and decode H.264 syntax elements. CABAC achieves good 
compression perfotmance through (a) selecting probability models for each syntax 
element according to the element's context, (b) adapting probability estimates based 
on local statistics and (c) using adthmetic coding. But the computational complexity 
of CABAC is higher than CA VLC [32]. 
Coding a data symbol involves the following stages. 
1. Binadzation: CABAC uses Binru.·y Arithmetic Coding which means that only 
binru·y decisions (1 or 0) ru.·e encoded. A non-binary-valued symbol (e.g. a transfotm 
coefficient or motion vector) is "binruized" or converted into a binary code prior to 
ru.ithmetic coding. This process is similru· to the process of converting a data symbol 
into a vru.iable length code but the binary code is further encoded (by the ruithmetic 
coder) ptior to transmission. 
Stages 2, 3 and 4 are repeated for each bit (or "bin") of the binarized symbol. 
2. Context model selection: A "context model" is a probability model for one or 
more bins of the binru.ized sytnbol. This model may be chosen from a selection of 
available models depending on the statistics of recently coded data symbols. The 
context model stores the probability of each bin being "1" or "0". 
3. Arithmetic encoding: An adthmetic coder encodes each bin according to the 
selected probability model. Note that there ru.·e just two sub-ranges for each bin 
(con-esponding to "0" and "1"). 
4. Probability update: The selected context model is updated based on the actual 
coded value (e.g. if the bin value was "1", the frequency count of "1"s is increased). 
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3.3 Syntax ofNAL and VCL 
Figure 3.8 shows the layer structure ofH.264/AVC video coder. H.264/AVC consists 
of a Video Coding Layer (VCL) and a Network Abstraction Layer (NAL). The VCL 
consists of core compression engine, and cotnprises syntactical levels commonly 
known as the block-, macroblock-, and slice level. It is designed to be as network 
independent as possible. 
Coded l\1acrob1ock 
1 Coded Slice/Put·titiou 
I ｎ･ｴｷｾｴｫ Ｍ ａ｢ｳｴｾｬｴ｣ｴｩｯｴｾ＠ ｌｾｹ･ｲ＠ I 
ｾｾｾ｝ｾＡｾｾＡＡＺｉｾｾｾ｝｛ｾｾｱＺｾｊ｛ｾｾ［ｾ｝＠
Figure3.8 H.264/ A VC video coder structure [38] 
The NAL adapts the bit strings generated by the VCL to various network and 
multiplex environment. It covers all syntax levels above the slice level. In particular, 
it includes mechanism for: 
+ the representation of the data that is required to decode individual slices 
+ the start code emulation prevention; 
+ the support of supplementary enhancement information (SEI); 
As a result of this effott, Figure 3.8 shows that the NAL design is approptiate for the 
adaptation of H.264 over RTP/UDPIIP [33], H.324/M [34], l\1PEG-2 and H.320 [14] 
transport. 
3.3.1 H.264 NAL unit 
The H.264/AVC bit stream consists of a number of NAL units (NALUs). Figure 3.9 
shows H.264 bit stream organisation. 
A NALU is a byte string of variable length that contains syntax elements of a certain 
class. NALUs may carry a coded slice, a type A, B, C data partition, or a Sequence 
Parameter Set (SPS) or Picture Parameter Set (PPS). 
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NAL_U 
Figure3.9 H.264/ A VC NAL bit stream 
Figure3.10 H.264/A VC NALU header 
es 
Value T e 
1 ALU_TYPE_SLICE 
2 ALU_TYPE_DPA 
3 ALU_TYPE_DPB 
4 ALU_TYPE_DPC 
5 ALU_TYPE_IDR 
6 ALU_TYPE_SEI 
7 ALU_TYPE_SPS 
8 ALU_TYPE_PPS 
Each NALU consists of a 1-byte header (see Figure3.10 [27]) with three fixed-length 
bit fields and a variable number of bytes containing the coded symbols. The NALU 
type (T) is a 5-bit field that characterizes the NALU as one of 32 different types. 
Table 3.10 shows the commonly used NALU types. Most other values are still 
reserved for future extension. The nal_reference_idc (R) can be employed to signal 
the importance of aNAL unit for the reconstruction process. 
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A NAL unit with zero nal_ref_idc indicates that the slice or slice data partition is a 
part of non-reference picture. nal_ref_idc values higher ｴｨ｡ｾ＠ 0 indicate that the 
NALU is part of the reference picture. The higher the value, the higher the impact of 
a loss of that NALU would be. Finally, theforbided_bit (F) shall be equal to 0 [27]. 
In NALU, the NALU header is followed by Raw Byte Sequence Payload (RBSP). 
RBSP is a syntax structure containing an integer number of bytes that is encapsulated 
in aNAL unit. An RBSP is either empty or has the fonn of a stdng of data bits 
containing syntax elements followed by an RBSP stop bit. In H.264, each RBSP 
includes exactly one slice. When the output file mode equals one (RTP mode) the 
encoder put exactly one NALU in one RTP packet. The RTP header will takes place 
the NALU start code prefix. 
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3.3.2 Syntax of VCL 
H.264/AVC syntax elements in VCL are similar to previous standards; Figure 3.11 
shows the syntax diagram. 
-.....I 
ｾ＠[ Sequence Parameter Set J 
'V Omit [ Picture Parameter Set l 
7W Loop 
[ Slice header ] 
t 
r MB_Type 1 
ｾｉ＠
I [ lntra_pred_mode l 
-" 
-\]; [ Ref_frame J 
.... 
-)'¥' 
I [ MVD l 
.... 
....... 
( CBP t 
r,.... 
'II 
[ mb_qp_delta ) 
....... ' ......... 
I [ 
.-"",L/ 
Tcoeff_luma J 
/ 
I"-
......... 
I [ 
/V/ 
Tcoeff_chroma_DC I 
...... 
I l 
..... 
Tcoeff_chroma_AC J 
I"-
'II 
Figure 3.11 Syntax diagram for H.264/AVC video bit stream [35] 
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• Sequence Parameter Set (SPS) and Picture Parameter Set (PPS) 
Parameter set is a new feature used in H.264 bit streams. In short, the sequence 
parameter set contains all information related to a sequence of picture, and a picture 
parameter set contains all infonnation related to all the slices belonging to a single 
picture. For example, SPS contains the info1mation about profile/level, the resolution 
of the video and reference frames number, etc. The information about entropy mode, 
QP information, etc. can be found in PPS. The PPS itself also contains a reference to 
the SPS 
On the other hand, the intelligent use of the parameter set mechanism greatly 
enhances error resilience. That means the SPS and PPS info1mation must arrive 
reliably at the decoder in an etTor-prone environment. 
• Slice header 
Slice header can tell the decoder the following important information: 
first_mb_in_slice, slice_type, pic_parameter_set_id, frame_num and slice_qp_delta, 
etc. 
first_mb_in_slice specifies the address of the first macroblock in the slice. 
first_mb_in_slice shall be in the range of 0 to PicSizelnMbs - 1, e.g. for QCIF, the 
value shall between 0 to 98. 
slice_type specifies the coding type of the slice according to Table 3.11. 
Table 3.11 Name association to slice type 
Slice type Name of S lice_t e 
0 PSI ice 
1 B Sl ice 
2 I Sl ice 
3 SPS lice 
4 SIS lice 
5 PSI ice 
6 BS lice 
7 I Sl ice 
8 SPS lice 
9 SIS lice 
All other slices of the cutTent coded picture shall have a value of slice_type equal to 
the current value of slice_type or equal to the cutTent value of slice_type- 5. 
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pic_paratneter_set_id specifies the picture parameter set in use. All slices belonging 
to a picture shall have the same value of pic _parameter _set_id. The value of 
pic _parameter _set_id shall be in the range of 0 to 255, inclusive. 
frame_num is used as a unique identifier for each short-term reference frame and 
shall be represented by log2_maxJrame_num,_minus4 + 4 bits in the bit stream. 
slice_qp_delta specifies the initial value of QPy to be used for all the macroblocks in 
the slice until modified by the value of n1b _qp _delta in the macro block layer. The 
initial QPy quantisation parameter for the slice is computed as: 
SliceQPr = 26 + pic_ init _ qp _min us26 +slice_ qp _delta (3.8) 
The value of slice_qp_delta shall be limited such that QPy is in the range of 0 to 51, 
inclusive. 
• Macroblock type (MB_type) 
MB_type specifies the macroblock type. The semantics of NIB_type depend on the 
slice type. For I slice, there are three major types: Intra_ 4x4, Intra_16x16 and I_PCM. 
According to Intra_l6x16 luma prediction modes and CBP values, Intra_16x16 can 
be further divided into 24 modes. Table 3.12 shows the macroblocks types for I 
slices. 
T bl 312M a e • aero bl k t I £ I r oc ype va ues or s Ices 
NIB type Name of NIB type 
0 Intra 4x4 
1-24 Intra_16x16 
25 I PCM 
So if decoder receives one MB_type is out of the range of 0 to 25, which means that 
macroblock is conupted by enor. 
For P slices, macroblock type can be Inter mode and Intra mode. There are five 
major inter macroblock types: P _16x16, P _16x8, P _8x16, P _8x8 and P _skip. And 
P _8x8 also can further be divied into sub_mb_types: P _8x8, P _8x4 and P _ 4x8 and 
P4x4. All the macroblock type values for P slices are summarized in Table 3.13. 
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T bl 313M a e . aero bl k t 1 (! P r oc type va ues or s Ices 
mb type Name of :MB type 
0 P 16x16 
1 P_l6x8 
2 P 8x16 
3-5 P 8x8 
inferred P_skip 
6 I 4x4 
7-30 I_l6x16 
31 I PCM 
• Intra prediction mode (Intra_pred_mode) 
There are 9 Intra_pred_mode for I_ 4x4 and 4 modes for I_16xl6. Detailed 
introduction is given in section 3.4. 
• Reference frame (Ref_frame) 
Reference picture is a picture with nal_ref_idc not equal to 0. A reference picture 
contains samples that may be used for Inter prediction in the decoding process of 
subsequent pictures in decoding order. Two reference lists exist in H.264/ A VC. They 
are named listO and listl. Reference picture list 0 is a reference picture list used for 
Inter prediction of a P, B slice. All Inter prediction used for P slices use reference 
picture list 0. Reference picture list 1 is only used for Inter prediction for a B slice. 
• Motion Vector Difference (MVD) 
For every block, a prediction is formed for the horizontal and vertical components of 
the motion vector. MVD signals the difference between the vector component to be 
used and this prediction. Motion vectors are allowed to point to pixels outside the 
reference frame. If a pixel outside the reference frame is refelTed to be in the 
prediction process, the nearest pixel belonging to the frame (an edge or comer pixel) 
shall be used. All fractional pixel positions shall be interpolated. 
• Coded Block Pattern (CBP) 
Coded block pattern specifies which of the six 8x8 blocks - luma and chroma -
contain non-zero transform coefficient levels. For macroblocks with prediction mode 
not equal to Intra_16x16, coded_block_pattern is present in the bit stream and the 
variables CodedBlockPatte1nLuma and CodedBlockPattemChroma are dedved as 
follows. 
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CodedBlockPatternLuma =coded _block_ pattern%16 (3.9) 
CodedBlockPatternChro1na =coded _block_ pattern/16 (3.10) 
We can also descdbe the total CBP for a macro block as: 
CBP = CBP _ Luma + 16 x CBP _ Chron1a 
The meaning of CodedBlock:PatternChroma is given in Table 3.14. 
T bl 314 S "ti f a e • •peel 1ca Ion o fC d Bl kP t Ch o e oc at ern I roma va ues 
CBP Chroma Description 
0 All chroma transfotm coefficient levels are equal to 0. 
(3.11) 
1 One or more chroma DC transfotm coefficent levels are non-zero. ll chroma AC transfotm coefficient levels are equal to 0. 
!Zero or more chroma DC transform coefficient levels are non-zero 
2 valued. One or more chroma AC transfotm coefficient levels are 
tnon-zero valued. 
The CBP is signalled with a different codeword for Inter macroblocks and Intra 
macro blocks since the statistics of CBP values are different in the two cases. 
• mb_qp_delta 
mb_qp_delta can change the value of QPy in the macroblock layer. The decoded 
value of mb_qp_delta shall be in the range of -26 to +25, inclusive. mb_qp_delta 
shall be infen-ed to be equal to 0 if it is not present for any tnacroblock (including 
P _Skip and B_Skip macroblock types). The value of QPyis detived as: 
QPr = (QPr, PREV + mb _ qp _delta+ 52) %52 (3.12) 
where QPY,PREV is the luma quantisation parameter of the previous macro block in the 
cun-ent slice. For the first macroblock in the slice QPY,PREV is initially set equal to 
SliceQPy. 
• Residual data 
The syntax structure residual_block, which is used for parsing the transform 
coefficient levels, is assigned as follows. 
If entropy _coding_mode_flag is equal to 0, residual_ block is set equal to 
residual_block_cavlc, which is used for parsing the syntax elements for transfotm 
coefficient levels. Otherwise residual_block is set equal to residual_block_cabac. In 
the previous section, we already give detailed discussion of the residual_block_cavlc 
encoding. 
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3.4 Error resilience techniques in H.264/AVC 
Duling the past decade, mobile communication and the demand for multimedia 
content have expedenced rapid development. Multimedia information especially 
video data transmit over error prone mobile networks is challenging. To combat the 
problems of wireless channel, a number of en·or resilience tools are introduced in the 
video codec, such as reference picture selection, slice mode, data partition, Intra 
frame refresh, etc. Besides them, some new features such as Flexible Macroblock 
Ordeting (FMO) are also provided in H.264/ A VC standard. In this section, general 
en·or resilience techniques are reviewed. Then the new features of error resilience in 
H.264/ A VC are examined. 
3.4.1 Review of the error resilience techniques 
The effects of bit errors on the decoded video quality can be categodsed into three 
different classes [36]: 
1. A single bit enor on one video parameter does not have any influence on 
segments of video data other than the damaged parameter itself. 
2. The error inflicts an accumulative damage in both time and space due to 
prediction, but it does not affect the synchronisation. 
3. The worst effect of bit enors is losing synchronisation and the decoder is not 
able to figure out to which part of a frame the received information belongs. This 
is because of using VLC entropy coding. 
Use error concealment can reduce the effect of the first type of errors. The second 
type of elTors will cause error propagation in the forward frames because of the 
motion prediction. Intra refresh technique is the way that can effectively stop the 
enor propagation. To tackle the third type of enors, synchronisation words can be 
insetted at fixed intervals, so that the decoder can easily find the next enor free 
synchronisation words. Resynchronization tool in MPEG-4 introduced in Chapter 2 
is such an example. 
In Chapter 2, we already discussed most enor resilience tools in H.263 and MPEG-4. 
H.264/ A VC standard also inhedts many useful tools from these standards. These are: 
• Different fotms of picture segmentation (slices, GOBs); 
• Placement of Intra MBs, Intra GOBs, and Intra pictures; 
• Reference picture selection (with and without feedback); 
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• Data pattitioning. 
Three completely new elTor resilience tools at·e introduced in H.264/ A VC [37]. They 
are: 
• Pat·ameter sets; 
• Flexible Macroblock Ordedng; 
• Redundant Slices (RS). 
3.4.2 Error resilience in reference H.264 codec 
a. Parameter set 
In Section 3.3.2, the Sequence Parameter Set (SPS) and Picture Parameter Set (PPS) 
are introduced. These are used in all H.264/ A VC bit streams. In short, the SPS 
contains all information related to a sequence of pictures, and a PPS contains all 
information related to all the slices belonging to a single picture. Multiple different 
sequence and picture parameter sets can be available at the decoder in archived 
buffer. The encoder chooses the appropliate PPS to use by referencing the storage 
location in the slice header of each coded slice. The PPS itself contains a reference to 
the SPS to be used. 
To enhance elTor resilience, these two parameter sets need be cat·efully protected in 
any enor-prone environtnent. The key step is to ensure that they at·tive reliably at the 
decoder, because the decoder cannot start decoding the received bit streams without 
the impo1tant pat·ameter information. So to guarantee this happen, they can be sent 
with multiple copies, or using a highly protected channel. 
b. Flexible Macroblock Ordeting (FMO) 
Flexible Macroblock Ordedng, which is available in the Baseline and Extended 
profile, but not in the Main profile, allows to assign MBs to slices in an order other 
than the scan order. To do so, each MB is statically assigned to a slice group using a 
macroblock allocation map. Within a slice group, MBs are coded using the normal 
scan order. Inter prediction at·e only allowed if the spatially neighboling MBs belong 
to the same slice group. 
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0 1 2 3 4 5 
I• 
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Figure 3.12 an example of two slice groups, labelled with different colours. 
Figure 3.12 gives an example of FMO. The picture is split into two slice groups: the 
even number of MBs to slice group 0, the odd number of MBs to slice group 1. The 
benefit of the interleaving structure is that neighbour MBs could be available in most 
time to conceal the damaged MB. So FMO scheme needs to work together with error 
concealment scheme to achieve satisfied subjective video quality. However, the price 
of the use of FMO is a somewhat higher delay and a somewhat lower coding 
efficiency. The latter is because of the broken in-picture prediction mechanisms 
between non- neighboring MBs. That is also the reason FMO is not used in Main 
profile. 
c. Redundant slices (RS) 
Redundant slices allow an encoder to place one or more duplication of the same slice 
into the bit stream. The redundant slices are not exactly the same as the primary slice; 
they can be encoded with different parameters. For example, the primary 
representation could be coded with a numerically low QP, whereas the RS could be 
coded using coarse quantisation and hence only fewer bits. In normal circumstance, 
the decoder only decodes the primary slice; all RSs are discarded. If the primary slice 
is lost in error prone environment, the RS can be reconstructed. The RS scheme is 
very effective in highly error-prone mobile environments. 
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3.5 H.264/AVC reference codec 
The H.264/AVC standard starts from H.26L, to further enhance the coding efficiency 
compared to previous standards. Two test models were implemented during the 
standardization process [38]. First is the long-tetm test mode for H.26L.After the 
fotmation of joint video team, Joint Model (JM codec) appeared [39]. 
3.5.1 Long-term test model---TML codec 
The basic configuration of TML model is similar to H.263. Some of the differences 
from H.263 are: 
• Only one regular VLC or context-based adaptive binary arithmetic coding is 
used for symbol coding 
• 114-sample accuracy used for motion prediction 
• A number of different block sizes are used for motion prediction 
• Residual coding is based on 4x4 blocks and a integer transform is used 
• Multiple reference frames may be used for prediction 
T bl 315 C a e . fTML dJM d ompar1son o an co ec 
Items TML JM 
QPrange 0-31 0-51 
ｾ｣＠ UVLC CAVLC 
f4x4 Intra prediction modes 6 9 
Support rate control no yes 
Support NALU unit no yes 
Support field coding no yes 
SupportFMO no yes 
Support Redundant slice no yes 
Support Random Intra refresh no yes 
3.5.2 The joint model---JM codec 
The basic configuration of JM model is similar to TML test model, but additional 
features are added to make the codec more robust for a broad application. Table 3.15 
shows the major differences between them. 
H.26L offers a single Universal VLC (UVLC) table that is to be used in entropy 
coding of all symbols in the encoder, regardless of the type of data those symbols 
represent. Although the use of a single UVLC table is simple, is has a major 
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disadvantage; which is that the single table is usually derived using a static 
probability distribution model, which ignores the conelations between the encoder 
symbols. So in JM, context-based VLC takes place of the UVLC table. 
Nine Intra prediction modes are supported in JM codec. They are already introduced 
in section 3.4.1. But in Tl\tiL, there are only six modes supported, namely DC 
prediction, ve11ical/diagonal prediction, vet1ical prediction, diagonal prediction, 
horizontal prediction and horizontal/diagonal prediction. 
Supporting Flexible Macroblock Order (FMO), redundant slice and random intra 
refresh make JM codec much more enor robust than Tl\tiL codec. 
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3.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, we deeply examined the new emerging H.264/ A VC video coding 
standard. H.264/ A VC represents a number of advances in standard video coding 
technology, in tetms of both coding efficiency enhancement and flexibility for 
effective use over a broad valiety of networks and application domains. Its Video 
Coding Layer (VCL) design is based on conventional block-based motion-
compensated hyblid video coding concepts, but with some important differences 
relative to plior standards. It's Network Abstraction Layer (NAL) sttucture makes it 
much fliendly to a wide range of networks. The syntax elements in both NAL and 
VCL layer were discussed. The enor resilience techniques were also introduced 
since wireless video is a major application for H.264/ A VC. At the end of this chapter, 
test models of H.264/ A VC are highlighted. 
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Chapter4 
4. Analysis and Performance Evaluation ofH.264/AVC over 
UMTS 
4.1 Introduction 
To assess the petformance of a video codec, three criteria need to take into account. 
They are computation complexity, bit rate and video quality. In this chapter, we first 
investigate the computation complexity of H.264/ A VC reference software, JM model. 
Then Rate Distottion (R-D) performance of JM model is presented under enor-free 
transmission conditions. Key parameters of encoder are tested and compared. Finally 
the expetiments of H.264/ A VC video transmitted over wireless environment are 
canied out by using a UMTS channel simulator. ElTor resilience features of 
H.264/ A VC standard are discussed and the reference JM model is modified to handle 
the colTupted H.264 bit stream. 
4.2 Analysis the complexity of H.264/ A VC codec 
H.264/ A VC aims at enhanced coding efficiency and network friendliness over a 
wide range of transmission systems. As disused in Chapter 3, the basic framework in 
H.264 is similar to the motion compensated hybtid scheme of other video coding 
standards. But additional tools improve the compression efficiency at the expense of 
an increased implementation cost. This section presents a complexity analysis of 
three major H.264/ A VC encoding tools, which includes multiple reference frames, 
variable block sizes and search range. 
Motion Estimation (ME) constitutes a ctitical part in previous video coding standards, 
as it is computationally expensive. To find the matching block, (2K+1)2 positions 
need to be searched for each pel when the search range is equal to K. This is the case 
for a single reference frame and only single block size. Now in H.264/AVC, the 
complexity of ME is further aggravated. When we have X reference frames and Y 
block sizes, we need to examine XxYx(2K +1)2 positions [40]. In addition, the 
search range K is also a variable. In our expetiments, we carefully examine the 
influence of these parameters on complexity of motion estimation. The default values 
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of the parameters are summarized in Table 4.1. In each test, one parameter is vatied 
and the other two are fixed at the default values. 
Table 4.1 Default values for motion estimation 
Bit rate Reference frame,X Block sizes,Y Search range,K 
64 kbps 1 7 16 
ITU-T sequence "Foreman" (15fps QCIF) is used as the test sequence in the 
complexity tests. The test platfotm is a Pentium IV PC at 2.2Ghz with windows XP 
system. 
We use computation time to estimate the complexity of each function, mainly motion 
estimation, DCT-like transform, quantisation and their inverse processes. The Profile 
tool, which is provided in Visual C++, is used to measure the computation time 
required for each function and its children functions. 
4.2.1 Multiple reference frames 
In this expetiment, the number of reference frames is varied from 1 to 5. The results 
are shown in Table 4.2 in tetms of processor utilization. It shows that the complexity 
of ME increases with the number of reference frames. For example, the processor 
utilization for ME increases from 44.8% to 71.4% when the number of reference 
frames increases from 1 to 5. 
4.2.2 Variable block sizes 
Three sets of tests are canied out with different block sizes. These are: use of block 
size 16x16 only (namely Y=1), use of block sizes of 16x16, 16x8 and 8x16 (Y=3), 
and use of all seven available block sizes (Y=7). 
The test results are summatized in Table 4.3. It shows that the use of vatiable block 
sizes affects the complexity of ME in a similar way to that of multiple reference 
frames. At the same time, we can see that the processor utilization for DCT 
transfotm decreases since the coding efficiency increases when more block sizes are 
used. 
4.2.3 Search range 
In this test, search range is varied from 8 pixels up to 32 pixels. The other two 
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parameters are set to the default values. Table 4.4 gives the experimental results. 
The effect of search range on the ME function is similar to that of reference frame 
and block sizes. Meanwhile, the wider search range can increase the accuracy of the 
motion estimation. This makes many blocks with a low level residual energy. This 
implies less computation time taken by transform process. That is why the processor 
utilization for DCT part reduces from 44.1% to 10%. 
DCT, Quantize, IDCT 
Total 100% 100% 100% 
Table 4.3 Processor utilization for variable block sizes 
Function 
1 3 7 
estimation 25.90% 37.10% 44.80% 
DCT, Quantize, IDCT 41.50% 26. 
32.60% 36.60% 33.80% 
Total 100% 100% 100% 
Table 4.4 Processor utilization for search range 
Function 
Total 100% 100% 
This section has examined the H.264/ A VC coder complexity by using Visual C++ 
Profile tool. From the experiments we know that motion estimation constitutes a 
critical part in video coding since it is computationally expensive, though the 
absolute value would be varying when different sequences used in different platform. 
We conclude that ME would consume a large amount of computation power when 
the search range increases. 
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4.3 Performance evaluation of H.264/AVC under error-free 
conditions 
The encoder parameters studied in this section are related to the following tools: 
multiple reference frames, rate control and entropy coding. Multiple reference frame 
concept is discussed in Section 4.2.1. The number of reference frame used highly 
affects the complexity of H.264/ A VC codec. In this section, coding efficiency issues 
are addressed. In H.263 reference codec, TMN8 [41], a frame-based rate control 
algorithm is used to adjust bit rate of each frame. However in H.264/ A VC, a concept 
of Basic Unit [ 42] is introduced in its rate control scheme. In this section, bit 
allocation based on the basic unit concept is investigated. Entropy coding is used to 
reduce the video redundancy further by exploiting the statistic con-elation. Two 
entropy coding methods are used in H.264/ A VC, namely context-based adaptive 
binary atithmetic coding (CABAC) and context-based vadable length coding 
(CAVLC). In this study, the performances of these entropy coding are investigated 
and compared. 
4.3.1 Multiple reference frames 
The QICF sequence "Foreman" (15fps) is used as test sequence. Reference frame 
number was tried from 1 to 5. Vadable bit rates were tried at the conditions of 
Qp=16 and Qp=19. Table 4.5 shows the test results. Multiple reference frames can be 
used in improving coding efficiency at the expense of increasing encoding time. In 
this experiments, bit rate saving is up to 4% and 2.9% when QP equals to 16 and 19, 
respectively. The encoding time for using 5-reference frames is almost three times of 
that using only one reference frame. Therefore, from an implementation point of 
view, multiple reference frames would be additional processing delays and higher 
memory requirements at ·both the encoder and decoder. A practical system should 
trade off the bit rate saving and the encoding time. 
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QP=16 bin·ate saving 4% 
ReferenceFratreNumber 1 2 3 4 5 
PSNR(dB) 36.06 36. 14 36. 18 36. 18 36.22 
Bit rate (kbit/s) 93. 71 91.84 90.99 90. 38 89.91 
Total encoding tilre(s) 200 314 431 554 654 
QP=19 bin·ate saving 2.9% I 
ReferenceFratreNumber 1 2 3 4 5 
PSNR(dB) 34.09 34. 18 34.21 34.23 34.23 
Bit rate (kbit/s) 64.3 63.52 63 62. 72 62.43 
Total encoding tilre(s) 190 288 388 530 575 
Table 4.5 Performance evaluations for multiple reference frames. 
4.3.2 Rate control for H.264/ A VC 
Rate controller is used to achieve a constant bit rate for transmission. In H.264/ A VC, 
a basic unit control scheme is introduced. The concept of basic unit is defined as a 
unit with a fixed number of !v!Bs; this number should be a fraction of the total 
number of MBs in a frame. For example, for a QCIF picture, the total number of 
!v!Bs is 99, so the value of basic_unit could be 3, 9, 11 or 33. If basic_unit equal to 
99, that means a frame-based rate control. If basic_unit equals to 1, that means a MB 
layer rate control. This basic_unit based rate control algodthm is much more flexible 
to fit into different application requirements. The basic_unit based rate controller 
also makes the output bit rate more stable. 
Figure 4.1 shows the petfotmance the rate control algotithm. When rate control is on 
the bit rate is always in the range of 5 kbps to 10 kbps. However bit rate is varied 
form 2 kbps to 18 kbps while rate control is off. 
Figure 4.2 shows how quantisation values are varied in a video sequence, which 
encoded using Basic Unit based rate control scheme. Qp must be initialised upon 
start of video sequence. An initial value can set in parameter configuration file. The 
range of Qp as discussed in Chapter 3 is from 0 to 51. Then the encoder computes 
each basic unit's Qp value according to the buffer fullness. To avoid affect the 
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picture quality, Qp change will be restricted in a reasonable range, i.e. the last Qp±2. 
Note that Qp for the first P frame also equals to the initial Qp. Adaptive adjustment 
of Qp starts from the second P frame. 
Rate control performance 
35000 ,...,.....,..,...,......,.,.........,................,..,...,.,.., 
30000 
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Ｇｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾｾ＠
Frame number 
Figure 4.1 Bit rate per frame for the Foreman sequence coded at 55 kbit/s and 
7.5 f/s with rate control and without rate control. 
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Figure 4.2 QP values per unit for the Foreman sequence coded at 55 kbit/s and 
7.5 f/s with rate control (initial QP=24) and without rate control. 
4.3.3 Comparison of entropy coding 
Two entropy coding methods are used in H.264/AVC, namely context-based 
adaptive binary arithmetic coding and context-based variable length coding. This 
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section is to evaluate and compare the improvement of coding efficiency caused by 
using various entropy coding algorithms. 
In this study, ITU-T test sequence Forman (lOfps, QCIF) is used. Setting the target 
bit rate as 64 kbps, Foreman sequence is encoded with CA VLC and CABAC, 
separately. Figure 4.3 shows the PSNR performance of Foreman sequence when 
encoded with different entropy coding scheme. It shows that the PSNR performance 
of CA VLC is similar to that of CAB A C. But the actually bit rate for CA VLC is 
slightly bigger than that of CABAC (CA VLC: 66.02 kbps, CABAC: 62.87 kbps). 
More tests are carried out using sequence Carphone (lOfps, QCIF). Bit rates for 
CA VLC and CABAC from Table 4.6 show the similar results with Forman sequence. 
In general, CABAC achieves the better coding efficiency than CA VLC. But the 
algorithm of CABAC is more complex than CA VLC. That is why CA VLC is 
adopted in the Baseline Profile, which is designed for real time services. 
42.00 
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0.. 
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Frame number 
---+-- CAVLC 
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Figure 4.3 Luminance PSNR values for 100 frames of the Foreman sequence 
encoded with different entropy coding. 
Target bit rate 128kbit/s 64kbit/s 32kbit/s 
Entropy ｣ｯ､ｩｮｾ＠ CABAC CAVLC CABAC CAVLC CABAC CAVLC 
Bit rate(kbit/s) 120.25 126.21 65.67 68.3 31. 41 32.38 
PSNR(dB) 40. 23 40.23 36.85 36.85 33.05 33.05 
Table 4.6 earphone sequence encoded with different entropy coding. 
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4.4 UMTS network 
The 3rd generation (3G) systems are intended to provide a global mobility with wide 
range of services. Universal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [43] offers 
a number of bearer services and also a number of standardised teleservices. Bearer 
services have different Quality of Service (QoS) parameters such as maximum 
transfer delay, delay vruiation and bit enor rate, which will enable offered data rates 
are: 
• 144 kbits/s: satellite and rural outdoor 
• 384 kbits/s: urban outdoor 
• 2048 kbits/s: indoor and low range outdoor 
UMTS network services have different QoS classes for four types of traffic: 
conversational class, streaming class, interactive class and background class (see 
Table 4.7). 
Traffic Class Class Description Example QoS Requirements 
Conversational Preserves time relation between Voice over IP Low jitter 
entities making up the stream Video Low delay 
Conversational pattern based on conferencing 
human perception 
Real time 
Streaming Preserves time relation between Real time video Low jitter 
entities making up the stream 
Real time 
Interactive Bounded response time Web browsing Round trip delay time 
Preserves the payload content Database retrieval LowBER 
Background Preserves the payload content Email FTP LowBER 
Table 4. 7 the four UMTS traffic classes defined by 3GPP [ 44] 
A UMTS network consists of three interaction domains: Core Network (CN), UMTS 
Tenesttial Radio Access Network (UTRAN) and User Equipment (UE) [45]. The 
main function of the core network is to provide switching, routing and transit for user 
traffic. Core network also contains the databases and network management functions. 
The UTRAN consists of one or more RNS (Radio Network Subsystem). Each RNS 
control the allocation and the release of specific radio resources to establish a 
connection between a UE and the UTRAN. Base Station is refen·ed as Node-B and 
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control equipment for Node-B's is called Radio Network Controller (RNC). The 
UMTS network sttucture is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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Figure 4.4 UMTS network system architecture. 
4.4.1 UMTS channel simulator 
Core 
Network 
In-house researcher has implemented a WCDMA physical link layer simulator [ 46] 
using Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW). The model has been developed in a 
genetic manner that includes all the forward link radio configurations, channel 
structures, spreading, transmission modelling and their con-esponding data rate 
according to the UMTS specifications. Using the developed simulator, a set of 
UMTS error pattern files is generated for different radio bearer configurations in 
different operating environments. The radio bear configurations used in this study are 
presented in Table 4.8. The propagation condition is a typical urban condition, with a 
mobile tenninal velocity of 50 km/hr. The model includes the use of 1/3 
convolutional code. Spreading Factor (SF) [ 45] is the ratio of the chip rate (UMTS = 
3.84Mchips/s) to base band data rate. So SF of 32 and 16 are used fox bit rate 64 
kbit/s and 128 kbit/s respectively. 
No. Bit rate Eb/No BER SF Mobile speed Applications 
1 64 kbit/s 8dB 6xl0-3 32 50km/h Streaming 
2 64 kbit/s 9dB lxlo-3 32 50kmlh Streaming 
3 64 kbit/s lldB lxlo-4 32 50kmlh Conversational 
4 128 kbitls lOdB lxl0-3 16 50km/h Streaming 
5 128 kbit/s lldB Sxl0-4 16 50km/h Conversational 
Table 4.8 Bit-error patterns generated from the UMTS channel simulator. 
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4.4.2 Simulation of the corruption of video bit stream over UMTS channel 
A tool to con-upt the H.264 bit stream based on the above list bit-en-or pattetns is 
developed using Visual C++. The basic operation is the logic operation: XOR 
(eXclusive OR), which is defined in Equation 4.1 and 4.2. Figure 4.5 shows the 
simulation process of H.264 bit stream cotrupted by UMTS en-or patterns. One 
important issue about the simulation process is to randomly shift the start point of 
en·or pattetn file. Because the real channel en·ors occur randomly. 
AEI30=A 
AEBl= A 
where A denotes the complement of A. 
Read bit stream file fl 
.,, 
/' 
Read error pattern file f2 
olutulotuouououuooloiOIOUUtouooooooo•o•t• .. uoooonoonuuutototiiUitlt 
fseek(f2, offset, seek_set) 
offset= rand() 
' 
ｾＬ＠
fl XOR f2 
ｾＬ＠
Output bit stream 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
Figure 4.5 Flowchart for the corruption of H.264 bit stream process. 
In this research, the head information of slices and parameter sets information is 
always kept error free. In H.264 standard, the encoder output bit stream exists two 
types of formats, namely Annex B mode and RTP mode. The cotruption program is 
applicable to both of the bit stream fotmats, but most of the tests in this study are 
focus on Annex B mode. Figure 4.6 shows the major differences of these two modes. 
For Annex B, the strut code prefix equals to OxOOOOOOOl. This is the unique 
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codeword in the bit stream, so the decoder can easily tell the start of a new Network 
Abstraction Layer (NAL) unit. 
4 bytes 
Start code prefix NAL_ Unit Annex B mode 
UDPIRTP Header NAL_Unit RTPmode 
20 bytes 
Figure 4.6 H.264 bit stream output file modes. 
4.4.3 Refined robust H.264 decoder 
For wireless video application, the decoder should have the ability to deal with the 
en·or in received bit stream. The H.264 reference software seems lack such ability 
since the decoder always exits decoding and gives a warning message when en-ors 
occur. For example, " Error: failed to find trailing ones" is printed at the prompt 
when an illegal VLC is received. That means the decoder somewhat can detect enors 
but no further action taken. To resolve this issue, the following steps are taken. 
First, an enor flag is defined. The initial value of flag is zero. During the decode 
process, when an en-or appear, en-or flag is set as "1". The following clite1ia can be 
used to detect any en·ors. 
1) An illegal VLC is received. This is the major en-or due to variable length coding. 
For example, " Error: failed to find run". 
2) Incon-ect N.IB_type value. For I frame, the value is out of range [0 25]. For P 
frame, the value is out of range [0 31]. 
3) Incon-ect lntra_pred_mode value. For Intra_ 4x4 prediction mode, the value is out 
of range [-1 7]. For Intra_16x16 mode, the value is out of range [0 3]. 
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4) Other semantic enors. For example, the MB_number is larger than 99 in QCIF 
fo1mat. 
Then, if an enor found, the program will look for the next elTor free synchronisation. 
All MBs before the synchronisation word are discarded. To reduce the interval 
between two synchronisation words, slice mode is enabled. Finally, the zero-MV 
enor concealment scheme [47] is implemented to recovery all the lost MBs. The 
above procedure is explained in Figure 4. 7. 
Decoding frame 
Decoding slice 
ReadlVIB 
Decoding MB 
Flag= 1 
concealMB 
Figure 4.7 Flowchart for decoding bit stream containing errors. 
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• Zero-MY error concealment scheme 
In this study, zero-MV error concealment scheme is used. This algorithm is very 
simple and easy to implement in the decoder. In most cases, it is also very effective 
to improve the visual quality. The algorithm works by copying the spatially co-
located MBs in the previous frame to conceal the error MBs or the discarded MBs. 
This is based on a presumption that MBs in adjacent frames do not change 
dramatically. Of course, for high motion sequences, the presumption doses not work 
so well. Figure 4.8 shows the performance improvement of using error concealment 
for sequence Forman. 
Figure 4.8 Frame 85 extracted from the Forman sequence coded with H.264 at 
64 kbps and lOf/s and transmitted over UMTS WCDMA at BER=lx10"3: (left) 
no error concealment, (right) error concealment 
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4.5 Performance evaluation of H.264/AVC over error prone 
WCDMA channels 
This section desctibes the petformance of H.264/ A VC video over simulated en·or-
prone channel conditions. Expetiments are conducted to investigate the influences of 
encoder parameter settings on video petformance. Mainly the effect of GOB Intra 
update, random Intra MB refresh and slice sizes are examined. 
4.5.1 Test conditions 
Table 4.9 lists the test conditions used in the experiments. ITU-T test sequences 
Forman and earphone are used. The source bit rate of 64 kbits/s is chosen. Both 
channel of BER=lxl0-3 and BER=lxl0-4 are tested. Only CA VLC mode is used 
since the study focuses on the Baseline Profile applications. For each test case 
(various BER and encoding parameters), the simulation is run at least 20 times. The 
results are averaged to reduce the effect of random eiTors thus producing meaningful 
results. 
Bit rate (kbits/s) 64 64 
Spatial resolution QCIF QCIF 
Coded frame number 75 100 
Frame rate (fps) 7.5 10 
Entropy mode CAVLC CAVLC 
Output file mode AnnexB AnnexB 
BER 1x10-3 · 1x10-3 
BER lxl0-4 lx10-4 
Slice size n/a applicable 
GOB Intra update applicable n/a 
Random Intra MB refresh applicable n/a 
Table 4.9 Test conditions for H.264/ A VC over error-prone UMTS channel. 
4.5.2 GOB Intra update 
In H.264, a cyclic GOB Intra refresh algotithm is implemented in the reference 
software. Figure 4.9 shows the principle of the algodthm. The technique has one 
control parameter: Intra refresh period N, namely one GOB Intra coded every N 
frames. If N=O, that means this algotithm is switched off. The smaller the value of N, 
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the more GOBs are Intra updated in the sequence. However, more Intra coding will 
decrease the coding efficiency. Then this parameter has to trade off between error 
resilience and coding efficiency. 
g ialeaEi 
#0 #N #2N -··-··-· #8N 
Intra updated GOB #N Every N frame GOB Intra update 
Figure 4.9 Diagram for GOB Intra refresh technique. 
In this investigation, the number of Intra coded GOB is varied from 1 to 8 for a 
sequence length of 75 frames. The case of without GOB Intra refresh (namely gobO) 
is also examined. 
37.00 
35.00 
ｾ＠ 33.00 
ｾ＠ 31.00 29.00 
27.00 
25.00 
GOB I ntra update 
gobO gob 1 gob2 gob3 gob4 gob5 gob6 gob7 gobS 
Extra GOB Intra coding n\JI'IDer 
Figure 4.10 Influence of the GOB Intra update number on the decoded PSNR 
for the Foreman sequence. 
Figure 4.10 shows the average PSNR performance of the Foreman sequence coded 
with variable GOB Intra update number. The results obtained show that using GOB 
Intra update can improve the error robustness. The best PSNR performance is 
achieved at refresh interval N = 10 frames (gob7) in both channel conditions. 
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Above conclusions are related to the trade-off between error resilience and coding 
efficiency. Figure 4.11 shows the subjective quality improvement achieved by using 
GOB Intra refresh without error concealment. 
Figure 4.11 A frame extracted from the Forman sequence coded with H.264 at 
64 kbps and 7.5 fps and transmitted over UMTS WCDMA at BER=1x10-3: (left) 
no GOB Intra update, (right) GOB Intra update. 
4.5.3 Random Intra MB refresh 
In H.264/ A VC reference software, a random Intra MB refresh technique [ 48] has 
been implemented. This means that in each frame, the Intra refreshed macroblocks 
are randomly selected without considering features of each macroblock. This 
algorithm is very simple and also effective in limiting the error propagation. 
Buffer RandomMB 
MB Intra refresh map (Num.of refresh=3) 
position Frame# 1 Frame#2 Frame#3 Frame#4 Frame #5 
Buf[O] 5 5 5 
Buf[l] 8 8 8 
Buf(2] 0 0 0 
Buf[3] 4 4 4 
Buf[4] 9 9 9 
Buf[5] 7 7 
Buf[6] 2 2 
Buf[7] 6 6 
Buf[8] 1 1 
Buf[9] 3 3 
Figure 4.12 An example of random Intra MB update in H.264 
When encoding a QCIF sequence, the encoder produces a group of random numbers 
from 0 to 98, and stores them in a buffer, buj[]. If the number of intra_mb refresh 
equals k MB/picture, then the encoder simply takes k macroblocks from the buffer, 
e.g. buj[O] to buj[k-1], to be intra refreshed. Next time the encoder takes the same 
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number of MBs from the buffer but from bufik] to bufi2k-1]. When all the 99 MBs 
are refreshed, the process is repeated. An example of the algorithm operation for k=3 
is shown in Figure 4.12. 
For this technique, different macroblock refresh rates are tested ranging from 2 to 12 
MBs per frame with an incremental step of 2 for the QCIF sequences: Foreman and 
Carphone. Figure 4.13 shows the PSNR results of transmission both sequences 
(encoded at 64 kbps) over BER of 1x10-3 channel. For each test case, the simulation 
was run 30 times and the results averaged, allowing to reduce the random effect of 
MB Intra refresh and reach more meaningful results. 
At better channel condition, frequently Intra refresh results quality degradation. 
When channel condition goes down, extra Intra MBs turn to be useful. So coding 
efficiency and error resilience are the two issues to be considered. Figure 4.13 
illustrates such trade-off between error resilience and coding efficiency due to a 
varying macroblock Intra refresh rate. The optimal number of MB per frame to be 
refreshed is experimentally evaluated and it is around 8 at both sequences. 
MB Intra refresh 
32.50 
ｾ＠ 32.00 ｾ＠ Foreman 
ｾ＠
z 31.50 ｾ＠ • Carphone 
31.00 
2 4 6 8 10 12 
Refresh rate [MBs/frame] 
Figure 4.13 Influence of random MB Intra update on the decoded PSNR, at 
BER=lxl0-3• 
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4.5.4 Slice size 
Slice size plays an important role in H.264. The syntax of slice is discussed in 
Section 3.3.2. Normally, one NAL unit contains one slice. One bit error could affect 
the whole slice; so the size of the slice is an issue need to be carefully considered. A 
smaller slice size means more error resilience, but it degrades the error free picture 
quality due to the overhead spent on slice header. Similar to previous two parameters, 
the trade-off between coding efficiency and error resilience need be taken into 
account. 
For the slice setting, there are two control parameters: slice_mode and 
slice_argument. The meaning of them is illustrated in Table 4.10. 
Slice mode Slice argument Comments 
0 n/a Switch off 
1 Number of MB per slice Fixed MBs in a slice 
2 umber of bytes per slice Fixed bytes in a slice 
3 n/a Use call back 
4 n/a Flexible MB ordering 
Table 4.10 Illustration of H.264/AVC slice mode. 
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Figure 4.14 Influence of slice size on the decoded PSNR for the Foreman 
sequence. 
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In this study, slice_mode is set equal to 1, then the slice_argument is vruied from 5 to 
55 MBs per slice with an incremental step of 10 for the QCIF sequence. Figure 4.14 
shows the results of Foreman sequence with vruiable slice sizes at channel BER of 
10-3 and 10-4• It is clear that the picture quality degrades when slice sizes decrease 
under enor free condition. In Figure 4.14, there are neru·ly 2-dB difference in receive 
PSNR quality between the smallest slice size (namely 5 MB/slice) and the biggest 
slice size (55 MB/slice). As the channel BER goes up to 10-4, the chosen slice size 
should be lru·ger (fewer errors exist and thus less resynchronisation is needed). The 
optimal value of slice size is around 15 NIB/slice at BER of 10-3• This value could be 
vruiable for different sequences. The truth behind them is that the optimal value is 
the result of trade-off between coding efficiency and error resiliency. 
4.6 Conclusions 
The complexity of H.264/ A VC codec is examined in the first of this chapter. The 
results show that motion estimation process would consume a large amount of 
computation power when the seru·ch region increases. Then several issues including 
multiple reference frames, rate control and entropy coding are investigated under 
en·or-free conditions. 
The second part of this chapter descdbes the petfotmance of H.264/ A VC video over 
simulated enor-prone channel conditions. The 30 UMTS system is briefed in 
Section 4.4. Bit-error pattetns that ru·e generated by a UMTS simulator are also 
discussed. A simple enor concealment strategy is implemented at the decoder in 
order to make the decoder robust to the channel enors. Experiments ru·e conducted to 
investigate the influences of encoder pru·ameter settings on video perfotmances. 
Mainly the effect of GOB Intra update, random Intra MB refresh and slice sizes are 
addressed. The optimal value of these pru·ameters is the trade-off between the en·or 
resilience and coding efficiency, especially for wireless applications. 
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Chapter 5 
5. Improved Error Resilience for H.264/AVC Video over 
UMTS 
5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, two novel en·or resilience algotithms are proposed to improve 
H.264/ A VC video quality over enor prone UMTS networks. These are robust 
gob_intra selection and robust macroblock_intra selection techniques. They both fall 
in the category of Intra refresh technique, which is design to stop the enor 
propagation caused by Inter prediction. 
The basic Intra refresh techniques used in H.264/ A VC are random intra-refresh [ 48] 
and regular intra-refresh [48]. The position of macroblock to be Intra refreshed are 
selected based on a random or fixed order selection ctitetia. 
An adaptive intra refresh is specified in MPEG-4 visual standard annex E [22]. In 
this method only motion area is coded in intra mode since the motion area gives a 
large distottion when enors occur. The Sum of the Absolute Differences (SAD) in 
each MB is measured to choose the motion area. 
Intra mode decision could be done in many ways. A length-based intra mode 
decision has been proposed in [ 49]. The MB with a high bit rate in the previous 
frame has been selected as the MB to be coded in intra mode. In Kim et al. [50], a 
rate-distortion optimisation has been perfotmed in selecting the coding mode. A 
ptiotity-based intra refresh algotithm has been proposed in transcoder for video 
streaming [51]. To choose the MB to be intra coded, the enor propagation effect of 
each MB is estimated. In Wonall et al. [52], a· scheme that attempts to optimise enor 
robustness by varying the amourit of adaptive intra refresh blocks has been presented. 
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5.2 Robust gob_intra selection technique 
5.2.1 A cyclic gob intra refresh solution 
A common method for stopping error propagation in encoded video is to transmit 
Intra coded blocks. Intra refresh can be implemented in different levels: 
• Frame level, that is I frame cyclic refresh; 
• GOB level, one row of MBs are Intra refreshed; 
• MB level, only patts of macro blocks are Intra coded. 
In H.264/ A VC, a cyclic GOB Intra refresh algotithm is used, which is introduced in 
section 4.5.2. For a QCIF picture, one GOB equals to 11 macroblocks. Refreshment 
of 9 GOBs is equipment to a refreshment of a whole frame. The position of refreshed 
GOB follows a fixed order (see Figure 4.9), that is from row #1, then row #2 until 
the last row, then back to the first row #0. Every GOB is treated equally regardless of 
their activity and their individual features. Actually, each GOB has different error 
sensitivity. For example, in a picture, the top and the bottom row normally provide 
background information; these parts can be easily recovered if etTor occurs. So which 
GOB has the higher ptiotity to be Intra coded is an issue should be taken into 
account. This question is answered in the next section. 
5.2.2 How to select a GOB? 
Before the GOB Intra coded, a selection process is added to find the higher ptiority 
GOB in a frame. The process follows the rule that the GOB with highest motion 
considers to be Intra coded. Since a GOB includes 11 MBs for QCIF format, if all 
the MBs are high motion MBs, which means this GOB is a high motion GOB. To 
determine a MB' activity, the well-known Sum of Absolutely Difference (SAD) tool 
is used to assess each MB. 
The estimation of motion is petfotmed by compatison between SAD and a preset 
threshold. If the SAD of the cunent MB is larger than the threshold, this MB is 
regarded as Intra MB. Then Intra MB number of each GOB is compared; the GOB 
with the largest Intra MB number is chosen to be Intra refreshed. An example is 
given in Figure 5.1, where a frame (#1) is extracted from encoded Suzie sequences. 
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Sometimes two GOBs have the same number of Intra MBs, and then the selection 
process simply follows the first come first serve principle. 
GOB selection 
11 
ｾ＠ 10 9 8 
i 7 6 I• ｳｾ＠ (QCIF) I ｾ ｉ＠ 5 
col 4 
ｾ＠ 3 
ｾ＠ 2 H 
1 
0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
GOB 
Figure 5.1 An example of GOB selection: GOB#5 has the highest Intra MB 
number, so GOB#5 is chosen to be Intra refreshed. 
5.2.3 Experiment and discussion 
The GOB selection process is integrated in H.264/ A VC reference JM7 .5c codec. The 
typical error pattern of BER=lxl0-3 is used to corrupt the coded bit stream. The 
QCIF sequences "Foreman", "Carphone" and "Suzie" are used as test sequences, 
they represent a head-and-shoulder type of scene with different contrast and activity. 
Foreman is the most active scene of all. Suzie is a low motion video sequence; 
Carphone sequence has a substantial amount of changes in the background regions. 
The encoding parameters used in the tests are given in Table 5.1. 
Sequence Foreman Carphne Suzie 
Duration (s) 10 10 5 
Bit rate (kbps) 64 64 64 
Frame rate (fps) 15 15 15 
Number of coded 
150 frames 150 75 
Refresh period (frames) 18 18 9 
Table 5.1 Parameter setting for GOBs refresh. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of GOB Intra refresh techniques, at BER=lxto·3• 
The two GOB Intra refresh solutions are labelled as SAD_GOB and Cyclic_GOB in 
Figure 5.2. For sequences Foreman and Suzie, the SAD_GOB algorithm is better 
than Cyclic_GOB. But it seems it does not work well for Carphone sequence. 
Checking the GOB selection process of Carphone shows that the selected refresh 
GOB positions is appeared at the same location for several times. That means the 
Intra refresh region is limit, which will delay the error recovery process. For 
sequences, which activity part focus on one region, like middle region of Carphone, 
the SAD_GOB solution may less effective than Cyclic_GOB. 
5.2.4 A combined GOB intra refresh solution 
To tackle the above problem, a refined SAD_GOB is proposed. The idea is to 
combine the SAD_GOB and cyclic_GOB together. That means one GOB Intra 
refreshed by SAD selection and another GOB Intra coded without selection. The two 
Intra GOBs are arranged at two consecutive frames. Figure 5.3 shows the algorithm 
structure. The advantage of this method is clear: the high motion area could be 
refreshed if error occurs; and GOB cyclic refresh can avoid the Intra refresh limited 
at some narrow region. The side effect of this solution would be reduced video 
quality under error free condition due to increase of Intra MBs link with compression 
efficiency. 
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Figure 5.3 Diagram for refined GOB Intra refresh solution. 
5.2.5 Experiments and results 
The test conditions remain same as listed in Table5.1. For fair comparison, another 
algorithm, which is based on consecutive GOB Intra refresh, is also implemented. 
This algorithm is simply double the Intra GOB number like the proposed method in 
Section 5.2.4, but without SAD selection process. Both GOBs at two consecutive 
frames are cyclic Intra refreshed in a fixed order. Of course, the position of the two 
GOBs is varied for each neighbouring frame. 
Four GOB Intra refresh techniques tested are labelled as follows: 
1). 2gob_adaptive: which is shown in Figure 5.3. 
2) 2gob_sequential: reference method for fair comparison. 
3). lgob_adaptive: that is the same as the SAD_GOB in previous section. 
4). lgob_sequential: that is the same as the Cyclic_ GOB in previous section. 
Figure 5.4 shows the PSNR performance of the Foreman sequence encoded at 
various refresh rates. The method labelled 2gob_adaptive is much better than other 
three curves in all six refresh rates. It also found that in most refresh rates, the 
SAD_GOB is better than the Cyclic_GOB solution. The error-free curves show that 
the video quality degrades specially with higher frequency refresh rate. 
Subjective result of Foreman sequence is given in Figure 5.5. It proves that the 
proposed algorithm is much effective dealing with error propagation issue. 
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Figure 5.4 Performance comparison of GOB Intra refresh techniques for 
sequence Foreman, encoded at 64kbps and transmitted at BER=lxto·3• 
a) 
c) 
Figure 5.5 Frame 74 of the Foreman sequence coded at 64kbit/s and 15f/s, 
transmitted over WCDMA channel with BER=lxl0-3: 
a)----2gob_adaptive b )----2gob_sequential 
c )----lgob _adaptive d)----lgob_sequential 
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5.3 Robust macroblock_intra selection technique 
Two types of techniques, namely Cyclic Intra Refresh (CIR) and Adaptive Intra 
refresh (AIR) are used in previous coding standards. In H.264/ A VC, a random AIR 
solution is implemented in the reference software. An example of this algorithm is 
already given in Section 4.5.3. Also in Section 2.3.3.2, AIR adopted in MPEG-4 has 
been introduced. In this section, these two major AIR solutions are compared and 
analysed. A novel lVIB selection method is proposed which can further improve the 
video petformance over en-or prone wireless environments. 
5.3.1 AIR in H.264/ A VC 
In this method, all the MBs are treated with similar impottance levels. However, 
each MB has a different conttibution to video coding and transmission perfotmance. 
For example, a high motion MB is highly sensitive to transmission enors. 
Meanwhile, low motion lviBs can easily be concealed if an en-or occurs. 
5.3.2 AIR in MPEG-4 
To avoid the shortcoming mentioned above, a Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) 
based AIR technology is adopted in MPEG-4 [23]. This algorithm selects the high 
motion MBs to be Intra coded. 
The estimation of motion is perfotmed by compatison between SAD and a preset 
threshold SAD _th. If the SAD of the cunent MB is larger than SAD _th, this MB is 
regarded as high motion MB. Notmally, SAD_th is computed from the average SAD 
value of the entire MBs in the previous frame. In this case, the mat·ked Intra MB at·ea 
is still too large. For example, for a QCIF picture, 49 MBs might be marked as high 
motion area. So, a new method is proposed to further localize the Intra MB refresh 
area. 
5.3.3 Proposed AIR solution 
In this solution, two criteria, namely the SAD compruison and the comparison of the 
size of each MB, are combined together to select MBs to be Intra coded in a picture. 
The size of each 1viB indicates the total number of bits used to encode each MB. 
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Figure 5.6 shows difference of the three AIR solutions in terms of candidate MBs. In 
solution a), all 99 MBs of a QCIF picture are likely to be coded as Intra MBs. 
SAD selection SAD selection 
C5 
MB size selection 
ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠
Figure 5.6: Potential Intra MB selection in three AIR techniques: a) AIR in 
H.264/ A VC, b) AIR in MPEG-4, c) The proposed AIR. 
If we can predict which MB has high error probability in the selection criterion, AIR 
method would be more effective since the purpose of AIR is to limit propagation of 
the errors. The link between probability of error and bit rate is addressed in [53]. The 
probability of error can be computed as: 
Pr(MB) = 1-(1- BER)mb_bits (5.1) 
where Pr is the probability of finding an error in a MB, BER is the probability of 
channel bit errors, mb_bits is the number of bits used in encoding each MB. 
Equation 5.1 says that a macroblock with larger number of bits has high Pr ·value 
than the one with fewer bits. So MB in current frame with larger number of bits in 
previous co-location should consider being Intra coded in order to limit the resulting 
error propagation. 
The SAD comparison part in our algorithm works the same way as in MPEG-4. The 
second selection process is performed by comparison between the size of MB and a 
threshold value: size_th. For simplicity, we use the average size of the entire MBs in 
the previous frame as threshold size_th. If the size of the co-located MB in the 
previous frame is larger than the threshold size_th, the current MB is regarded as a 
potential MB to be Intra coded. After the comparison based on the two criteria, the 
MBs that are both larger than their threshold values are marked as the final shortlist 
of Intra MBs. 
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5.3.4 Test conditions and results 
5.3.4.1 Test conditions 
The proposed AIR scheme is integrated in H.264/ A VC JM7 .5c codec. The SAD 
based AIR, which is adopted in MPEG-4, is also implemented in H.264/ A VC codec 
for the purpose of perfo1mance compalison. In order to deal with the errors at the 
decoder, the zero-vector error concealment scheme is also employed. Corr-uption of 
the video data is performed using elTor patte1ns that are described in Chapter 4. The 
QCIF sequences "Foreman", "Carp hone" and "Suzie" are used as test sequences. The 
encoding parameters used in the experiment are listed in Table 5.2. 
Sequence Foreman&Carphone Suzie 
Duration (s) 10 10 5 
Bit rate (kbps) 64 128 64 & 128 
Frame rate (fps) 10 15 30 
Number of 
coded frames 100 150 150 
AIR (MB/frame ｾ＠ 9 6 3 
Table 5.2: Test conditions and default values. 
Table 5 shows Intra MB refresh rate used in the tests. It is roughly equivalent to a 
regular Intra-frame refresh rate in terms of Intra :MB number. Normally I-frame 
refreshes once per second. Therefore 990 MBs are Intra coded for a 10-second long 
sequence. 
5.3.4.2 Test results 
Video petformance is measured in te1ms of PSNR. Three AIR techniques 
investigated in this work are labelled as: 
1) AIR_H.264/AVC, which is the random based AIR technique used in 
H.264/ A VC reference software; 
2) AIR_:rv.IPEG-4 that is SAD based AIR, adopted from Annex E in MPEG-4; 
3) The proposed AIR. 
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Figure 5. 7: Performance comparison of AIR techniques for sequence Foreman. 
Experiments are conducted for a range of channel conditions for all three approaches. 
Figure 5.7 shows the PSNR performance of the "Foreman" sequence with bit rate 64 
ｾ｢ｰｳＬ＠ transmitted at various channel conditions. The proposed scheme gives better 
performance under different error-prone channel conditions. Subjective performance 
is shown in Figure 5.8. It shows that the proposed Am effectively limited the error 
propagation. 
a) b) c) 
Figure 5.8: Subjective quality comparison: source bit rate 64 kbps, channel 
BER=6x10"3, a) AIR_H.264, b) AIR_MPEG-4 and c) The proposed scheme. 
More tests are carried out at different bit rates. The experimental results are given in 
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 with bit rate 64 kbps and 128 kbps, respectively. 
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Figure 5.9 clearly illustrates the performance improvement achieved by the proposed 
scheme over low quality channels. Frame PSNR resulted for the proposed scheme is 
about 1-2 dB better compared to AIR in H.264. PSNR for the proposed scheme is 
also better than AIR in MPEG-4, especially for high motion sequences "Carphone" 
and "Foreman". For sequence "Suzie", the improvement of the proposed scheme is 
not significant compared to AIR in MPEG-4, because "Suzie" is a low motion 
sequence, where error concealment scheme performs well in reducing the quality 
degradation. 
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Figure 5.9: Performance comparison at 64 kbps, channel BER=6x10-3• 
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Figure 5.10: Performance comparison at 128 kbps, channel BER=lxl0-3• 
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The expected performance improvement of the proposed scheme is also visible for a 
higher bit rate environment (see Figure 5.10). Frame PSNR resulted for the proposed 
scheme is much better compared to AIR in H.264, especially for the two high motion 
sequences "Carphone" and "Foreman". However, the improvement of the proposed 
scheme is not significant compared to AIR in MPEG-4 in terms of the PSNR results, 
because macroblocks coded at higher bit rates are less susceptible to errors. This will 
conceal the effect of the MBs Intra coded for the purpose of error resilience. 
A noticeable quality enhancement could be found by comparing the perceptual 
quality of the video clips coded at different AIR schemes. Figure 5.11 gives the 
subjective performance of "Carphone" sequence encoded at 128 kbps, transmitted at 
channel BER of lxl0-3. These figures show that the proposed scheme achieved 
improved performance compared to others at the same encoder & channel 
configurations. 
a) b) c) 
Figure 5.11: Subjective quality comparison for earphone sequence: source bit 
rate 128 kbps, channel BER=1x10-3, a) AIR_H.264, b) AIR_MPEG-4 and c) The 
proposed scheme. 
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5.4 Conclusions 
The major factor that affects the quality of received video transmitted over wireless 
channel is enor propagation. In this chapter, two approaches are proposed to tackle 
this problem. They both use Intra refresh techniques but implemented at different 
layers. One is in GOB level, namely combined GOB Intra refresh; another is in MB 
level, which is the novel AIR solution. 
First, GOB level Intra refresh techniques are detailed discussed. The cyclic GOB 
Intra refresh method is introduced, and its shortcoming is analysed. Then a SAD 
based GOB selection algotithm is proposed and examined with several test 
sequences. The advantages and disadvantages are exposed through tests. Finally, a 
refined GOB Intra refresh solution is proposed. Both objective and subjective result 
show the proposed solution work very well compru·ed to the method used in 
H.264/ A VC reference co dec. 
Second, a novel MB level AIR solution is proposed. In H.264/ A VC reference codec, 
:rvms are randomly selected to be Intra coded without considedng each :rvm' s 
sensitive to enors. In lVIPEG-4, MBs are selected to be Intra coded with SAD 
comparison. In the proposed scheme, two ctiteria, namely the SAD and. the size of 
each :rvm, are combined together to select :rvms to be Intra coded in a picture. 
Expedments are conducted using three QCIF sequences at vatious bit rates and 
channel conditions. The results obtained show that significant improvement is 
achieved by the proposed scheme especially for the higher motion sequences and 
lower bit rates channel conditions. 
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Chapter 6 
6 Conclusions 
6.1 Conclusions 
H.264/AVC is a novel video compression standard developed by the Joint Video 
coding Team (JVT). The main goal of this standard is enhancement of compression 
petformance and provision of "network-fliendly" video applications. Many new 
features are introduced in H.264/ A VC to achieve these goals. For example, 
H.264/AVC supports variable block-size motion compensation and small block size 
transfotm. The standard also inherits many useful tools from previous coding 
standards, e.g. an Intra refresh technique from MPEG-4 is used to prevent en·or 
propagation. 
In this thesis, the general concepts of low bit rate video coding are first reviewed. 
Then the features of previous video standards are addressed. The en-or resilience 
techniques in H.263 and MPEG-4 video coding standards are reviewed in detail. The 
features of the H.264/ A VC video standard are carefully studied. The syntax of the 
H.264 standard and the Network Adaptation Layer (NAL) stlucture of H.264 bit 
stream are analysed. The reference software codec is also introduced. 
H.264 video stream petfotmance is examined under en-or-free conditions as well as 
en·or prone channel conditions. Since variable block-size and multiple reference 
frames are used for Inter prediction, the major encoder power consumption has been 
allocated to motion estimation. To make H.264/ A VC more applicable in real time 
services, fast algorithms are needed to reduce the computation complexity while 
maintaining acceptable video quality. Then the effect of multiple reference frame, 
rate control and entropy coding is investigated under en-or-free conditions. Test 
results show that the selection of the number of reference frames should trade off the 
bit rate saving and the additional overhead in terms of memory and computation 
complexity under en-or free conditions. 
A basic_unit based rate control algorithm is hnplemented in H.264/AVC. This can 
be used at MB level or frame level simply by adjusting its unit size. Two entropy-
coding methods: CABAC and CA VLC are compared in tetms of rate distortion 
perfotmance. It is clear that CABAC has high compression efficiency than that of 
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CA VLC at the expense of increasing computation complexity. That is the reason 
why CABAC is adopted in the Main Profile (for broadcast & storage) but not in the 
Baseline Profile (real time services). 
To examine the error performance, a UMTS channel simulator is used through out 
this research work, which generates a seties of bit-en-or patterns. An independent 
tool is developed to simulate the transmission process. The H.264/ A VC reference 
decoder is enhanced to handle the video stream with enors. A simple zero-MV error 
concealment algotithm is implemented to reduce the quality degradation due to error 
propagation. The influences of encoder parameters on video en·or perfotmance are 
addressed. They are GOB Intra update, random Intra MB refresh and slice sizes. The 
optimal values of these parameters are the trade-off between the enor resilience and 
coding efficiency, especially for wireless applications. 
Finally, two novel Intra refresh techniques are proposed to further improve received 
quality of H.264/ A VC video stream over wireless channels. They are used at GOB 
level and MB level. In H.264 reference codec, a cyclic GOB Intra refresh method is 
provided. The proposed GOB refresh solution not only takes advantage of cyclic 
GOB refresh, but also refreshes the high activity GOB more frequently. In MB level, 
a random AIR technique is implemented in H.264 JM codec. In the proposed 
solution, two ctiteria, namely the SAD compatison and the comparison of the size of 
each MB, are used to select MBs to be Intra coded. This AIR algo1ithm further 
improves the enor perfo1mances since it takes into account each MB 's elTor sensitive 
feature. 
6.2 Suggestions for future work 
This work is focused on Baseline Profile of H.264/AVC (conversational application). 
Applications of the Extended Profile, which is for streaming applications, should be 
examined in the future since streaming media also plays an important role. Data 
partitioning should be examined to provide an unequal error protection solution. 
Switching P/Switching I (SP/SI) frames are new picture types introduced in 
H.264/ A VC. They allow bit stream switching and random access. The benefit of SP 
and SI frames for en·or resilience should be investigated when feedback information 
is available. 
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In this project, channel BER is assumed to be fixed through the whole transmission 
period. Actually, the real channel condition is time varying. So a time-varying 
channel simulator has to be set up. Then the effect of encoder parameters is re-
investigated under the time-varying channel conditions. Since the optimal parameter 
values are variable at different channel BER conditions, some adaptive approaches 
for encoder parameter setting should be proposed for the time-varying network 
environments. For example, for slice mode, a smaller slice size sttucture is suitable 
for higher BER channel conditions. A larger slice size mode is more suitable for 
lower BER channel conditions. So if a dynamic slice size adjustment algodthm is 
implemented in the codec to deal with the time-varying channel conditions, the high 
quality video could be expected at the decoder. 
Additionally, advanced error concealment techniques can further be studied in the 
next stage to overcome the shottcoming of zero-MV solution. Also with the 
development of H.264/ A VC reference software, the newest JM codec is updated to 
version 9. Shift the future work to this new version is needed in order to keep it up to 
date. 
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